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Chairman’s foreword
It has been an eventful year for the Trust. There have been lots of changes, successes, and as
always, some challenges. Providing high quality patient care and ensuring we provide the services
that our local communities need are at the core of everything we do here at Medway and our
Foundation Trust status is enabling us to get better at doing this. As we enter our third year as a
Foundation Trust, working with our governors, we have found new ways of engaging with our patients
and local communities to find out how we can become more responsive to their needs.
We currently have around 9,000 members and every single one of them is valuable to us; we really
appreciate the effort made by many of our members to provide feedback and attend events. We
listened to our members when they told us which areas of the Trust’s work interested them most and
that’s why, last year, we introduced ‘Medicine for Members’ – a programme of events designed to
provide our members with really useful information about certain diseases and conditions, alongside
details about the clinical expertise, services and facilities we have here at Medway to provide care
and treatment for that need.
The Trust is especially proud to have a team of enthusiastic and committed governors who dedicate
their time to help make Medway an even better hospital for the people it serves. I would like to thank
our governors for all their hard work, and particularly for their help in making the 2009 Members’
Annual General Meeting one of the best the Trust has hosted.
There were a number of Board level changes at the Trust in the period. Andrew Horne, former chief
executive, took the decision to step down in October 2009. Andrew was appointed chief executive in
2002 and oversaw the hospital’s transformation from being a “no stars” Trust to being the first hospital
in Kent to achieve Foundation Trust status. On behalf of the Trust, I would like to say a very sincere
thank you to Andrew for his seven years of leadership which has significantly improved the way we
care for the people of Medway, Swale and the rest of Kent. I would also like to thank Peter Coles who
stepped in as interim chief executive following Andrew’s departure. Although here for just a short
while, Peter bought some new ideas and perspectives to the Board and did an excellent job in leading
the Trust until a permanent chief executive came into post. Mark Devlin commenced his role as chief
executive of our Foundation Trust in April 2010.
There were other changes to the Board too. Gulzar Mufti, the Trust’s medical director also took the
decision to step down in September 2009. His influence and clinical leadership will be missed but
Gulzar is of course continuing with his role as consultant urological surgeon at Medway. In May 2010,
after an acting period, Dr Gray Smith-Laing was appointed as the new medical director. Gray has over
20 years experience as a consultant and clinical leader in the Trust.
As you will know, demands and expectations of NHS services are forever growing and we are
continuously exploring new and innovative ways of working to ensure we provide high quality, safe
care, at a time and place that is convenient for our patients. We are committed to meeting the
expectations of our patients and with a strong Trust Board, effective clinical leadership and the
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enthusiastic support of our governors, members and volunteers I know the Trust will continue to
improve and achieve its ambitions.

Chief executive’s statement
It gives me great pleasure to introduce Medway NHS Foundation Trust’s 2009/10 annual report. I
became chief executive of the Trust in April 2010, when the Trust celebrated its second year of
Foundation Trust status. Although I have been at the Trust for just a short time, I am delighted to say
that I have been impressed with much of what I have seen so far. I am sure that many of you will
agree that Medway Maritime Hospital has made progress over recent years, bringing its patients new
healthcare services in line with some of the best in the country.
Staff, volunteers, governors and members have worked extremely hard this year to achieve many
successes. Details of these achievements are given in this report but to give you a brief overview; we
met record levels of patient demand, achieved all major national targets, eliminated problems from the
previous year in meeting the four-hour Accident and Emergency (A&E) access standard, greatly
improved same sex accommodation and completed two major building projects.

Annual Health Check and registration with Care Quality Commission
For the Care Quality Commission’s Annual Health Check, the Trust received an overall rating of ‘fair’
for the quality of services – the same as the previous year – and ‘excellent’ for the quality of financial
management – an improvement on the previous rating of ‘good’. The Trust performed well in many of
the areas on which it was assessed including patient safety, clinical and cost effectiveness,
governance, patient focus and achieving key performance indicators such as waiting times.
At the start of 2010, the Care Quality Commission asked the Trust for further reassurances in meeting
some of its standards during its new annual process of registering healthcare providers and
accordingly applied some conditions to the registration. The Trust was asked to improve the levels of
staff training for safeguarding adults and children – an area where the Trust had declared noncompliance because it realised this needed to improve. The Commission also asked that the process
for logging incidents was speeded up to ensure lessons were learnt more quickly. A robust process
was already embedded to spread lessons learnt from incidents across the entire organisation and the
Trust committed to speeding up the incident reporting process by the end of March, which was
achieved. This has provided more timely reports on the areas we need to address, further improving
the care and experience our patients receive. The Trust is committed to addressing the conditions of
its registration within the agreed timeframe and is well advanced in achieving this.

Infection control
The 2009 Department of Health figures show that the Trust had the lowest rates of Clostridium difficile
(C. diff) of all acute trusts in the south east coast region. The figures for January to December 2009
show that for every 1,000 days a hospital bed is occupied by a patient, there were only 2.3 cases of
C. diff, compared to the national average of 3.7 cases per 1,000 bed days. The Trust is currently
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ranked 28 out of all 233 trusts across the country. This is an excellent result and demonstrates the
commitment of all staff to improving patient safety.

Patient demand
Last winter has now been reported to be the coldest in thirty years and the prolonged cold conditions
bought additional winter pressure on hospital services. From December through to January, A&E saw
record levels of patients presenting with fractures after falling on the ice and many of these patients
needed surgery. Pressure on the service continued through to March but despite challenges, the
Trust and its local partners hit the 98 percent four-hour A&E access target for the last quarter of the
year, as well as for the year as a whole.
Although meeting this target remains a challenge, significant improvements in performance have
been achieved in A&E, the Medical Assessment Unit (MAU) and Surgical Assessment Unit (SAU).
These improvements are down to the hard work and commitment of teams across the Trust to ensure
efficient management of patients through the various care pathways.

Same sex accommodation
In January 2009, the Health Secretary announced plans to eliminate mixed sex accommodation by
April 2010. Lots of work has taken place at Medway to ensure that we not only meet this requirement,
but that we do everything we can to maintain the privacy and dignity of our patients at all times. We
are pleased to confirm that mixed sex accommodation was virtually eliminated in our hospital by
March 2010.

Building and redevelopment
Two main building projects were completed in the period. This includes redevelopment of the
hospital’s main entrance and the new Macmillan Cancer Care Unit. The new front entrance has
significantly improved patient flow in and out of the hospital and our new cancer care unit has meant
that many of Medway’s patients who have cancer no longer need to travel to hospitals further afield
for treatment.

Looking ahead
Last year, many areas where improvements can and should be made were identified through
feedback, patient and staff surveys and some performance data. We are building on the work already
underway to improve the experience for outpatients and inpatients, and to make Medway a great
place to work for its staff. Personally, I am delighted to have joined the Trust and I am looking forward
to working with staff, the Board, governors, members and volunteers in exploring and implementing
innovative ways of delivering higher quality care and treatment to the people of Medway, Swale and
the rest of Kent. We have a new vision for Medway NHS Foundation Trust as a centre of effective,
modern healthcare delivery for the growing communities we serve. It is our aim that the Trust will
become recognised as a high–performing provider of core and specialist health services with a
distinctive, patient centred and responsive service philosophy. The communities and patients who rely
upon us deserve nothing less.
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Directors’ report
About us
Medway NHS Foundation Trust is one of four hospital trusts in Kent. The Trust’s main focus is to run
Medway Maritime Hospital, based in Gillingham, Kent, serving a population of over 250,000 in
Medway and around 123,000 in Swale. The Medway Towns incorporate the areas of Gillingham,
Chatham, Rochester, Strood and Rainham. Medway and Swale have several areas of high social
deprivation and therefore healthcare needs are higher than in other parts of Kent. The Trust employs
3,888 members of staff and is supported by 700 volunteers and 26 governors and we currently have
about 9,000 Foundation Trust members.
The hospital has eight main clinical directorates under which individual services sit. These are:
•

accident and emergency

•

adult medicine

•

surgery

•

anaesthetics, critical care and pain medicine

•

children's services

•

women’s health

•

diagnostics and outpatients

•

facilities and clinical support services

The range of specialist services we offer has grown over recent years, bringing to Medway services
for which, in the past, patients have had to travel miles. This year the Trust celebrated the opening of
a new Macmillan Cancer Care Unit for Medway, a brand new obstetrics theatre and progressed plans
to become the West Kent Centre for Urology Cancer.
Medway Maritime Hospital was originally a Royal Naval Hospital, opened by King Edward VII in 1905.
The hospital cost £800,000 and boasts a main corridor of nearly 1,000 feet in length. In 1961 the NHS
acquired the hospital from the navy. Buildings and facilities were updated as part of a £1.5m
modernisation scheme and the hospital reopened again as Medway Hospital in 1965. The hospital
changed its name in 1999 to mark the start of a new era. The new name, Medway Maritime Hospital,
reflects the hospital’s proud naval tradition – a history of which both staff and the local community are
proud.

Where we are today
During 2009/10, the Board reviewed its strategic objectives and in May 2010, it agreed a new strategy
for 2010 - 2013, together with a number of key priorities for 2010/2011 to support the strategy.
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The Trust’s new strategy is:
‘Medway NHS Foundation Trust will be a centre of effective, modern healthcare delivery for the
growing communities we serve in Medway and Kent. The Trust will be recognised as a highperforming provider of core and specialist services with a distinctive, patient-centred and responsive
service philosophy. This philosophy will be demonstrated by best practice in:
•

patient safety: We will ensure high quality care for patient.

•

patient experience: We will offer superb services to patients and carers

•

public engagement: We will listen to and communicate openly with the public, members
and governors

We will develop and harness the skills of our workforce through leadership and learning, to enable
staff to provide the best services to patients. We will be widely recognised as an organisation
committed to excellent education and training, working in partnership with universities.

We will deliver financially sustainable and clinically effective healthcare services in collaboration with
community and other acute providers.

We will review the full range of services we offer on a regular basis with commissioners to ensure
‘best fit’ with the changing needs of local communities, national policy requirements and standards.

We will invest in an improved hospital environment and modern technology to support twenty first
century medicine and care.

We will encourage the development of innovative whole-system services in partnership with other
organisations.’
This strategy and key priorities replaces the Trust’s previous four strategic objectives agreed in 2004
which were: excellent patient experience, excellent governance, excellent employer and excellent
partner.
The Trust continues to work on leadership development and the values which underpin behaviour,
culture and attitude in the organisation.

Financial performance
In what was an extremely challenging year financially, the Trust faced significant pressure on its
resources, most notably in temporary staffing costs to meet the 18 week and four-hour access
targets, but also in additional costs relating to the relocation of existing services. The Trust returned a
deficit before impairment charges of £0.9m compared with a planned surplus of £3.0m. Plans for next
year (2010/11) include the achievement of a retained surplus of £2m, in a year where resourcing is
expected to be at a similar level to 2009/10. This will require efficiency levels of 7% to be achieved,
which is higher than in previous years. The Trust has invested in patient care which this year
amounted to £12.1m and included expenditure on projects such as the completion of the
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chemotherapy unit, completion of the hospital’s main entrance redevelopment, and the initial stages
of constructing a combined heat and power (CHP) plant. In terms of external validation of its
performance, Monitor assigns risk ratings of between one and five to all foundation trusts, with one
being the lowest performance and five the highest. In 2009/10 Medway NHS Foundation Trust scored
a ‘three’.

Highlights of the year
Macmillan Cancer Care Unit
The new cancer care unit for Medway became a reality on 1 September 2009 and, at a special
preview, hundreds of guests including representatives from local businesses and individuals who had
raised funds for the unit were invited to see what their efforts had helped achieve.
Inspired by staff, patient representatives and carers, and working in partnership with Macmillan's
cancer environments team, the building work took 12 months to complete. There are two main areas
within the unit – an inpatient ward (Lawrence Ward) and a day centre (Galton Day Centre). Lawrence
Ward is supported by three consultant haematologists, 16 nurses, seven clinical support workers and
one ward clerk.
Galton Day Centre has three consultant oncologists, eight nurses and four clinical support supporters.
The Macmillan Positive Living Team, which consists of a Macmillan specialist occupational therapist,
physiotherapist, therapy assistant, senior social worker and dietitian, provides holistic support for
patients being treated at the unit.

Privacy and dignity
We believe that privacy and dignity in hospital is not simply about same-sex wards, drawn curtains
and same-sex toilet and shower facilities. It is also about respecting patients’ individual needs, no
matter how small they may seem.
We began converting many of our mixed-sex wards into same-sex accommodation last summer and
since then patients and staff have noticed many positive changes. Sarah Llewellyn, Senior Sister on
Tennyson Ward (an all female ward) explains:
“When we were a mixed-sex ward we would do our best to make sure that we didn’t put male and
female patients in the same bay but this meant that if we had a free bed in a female-only bay and a
male patient was admitted, we would have to move patients around. Now that we are a female-only
ward we don’t have to do that which obviously frees up more of our time to spend caring for our
patients and reduces the distress and disorientation that being moved from bay to bay can cause.
As a mixed-sex ward we weren’t able to let patients go for a wander as they might accidentally intrude
on the privacy of members of the opposite sex but now they can potter about the ward and we’re able
to go with them. Seeing the rest of the ward can also help set patients’ minds at rest because it
means they can see for themselves that we’re an all-female ward.
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It’s meant that we’ve been able to think more creatively about how we organise patients on the ward.
For example, patients who are at risk of falling over are kept in the bay closest to the nurses’ station
so they can be monitored closely, and some of our patients and their families who need particular
support may in some cases be placed together so that they are able to talk and offer comfort to each
other.”

Front entrance redevelopment
Redevelopment of Medway Maritime Hospital’s main entrance took place last year to provide better
facilities to patients and visitors. This also includes better access for services such as volunteer
greeters, reception, security, portering and assistance for people with disabilities, outpatients and
patient transport. It has also provided a more pleasant and welcoming environment for patients and
visitors. The redevelopment was officially opened on 1 December 2009.

Visit from Peter Carter, Chief Executive of the Royal College of Nursing
In September 2008, the chief executive of the Royal College of Nursing (RCN), Peter Carter, visited
the Trust and spent the day on the wards meeting and talking to staff about recent challenges and
improvements. Peter was very impressed with what he saw and he thought the innovation and
imaginative approach demonstrated at the Trust was something to be commended. He was struck
particularly by the high level of motivation and morale displayed by members of staff working on the
wards. He also held an open session where he welcomed staff questions and comments.
In a letter to Vernon Hull, the Trust’s chairman following his visit, Peter said: “It is important that
organisations like the RCN, who at times have to be highly critical of some trusts and other health
employers, should take the opportunity to recognise when clearly we are working with an organisation
that demonstrates the best healthcare management.”

Productive Operating Theatre
Medway Maritime Hospital was one of just five hospitals in the country last year to test a new initiative
designed to improve safety and efficiency in NHS operating theatres. Led by the NHS Institute for
Innovation and Improvement, the Productive Operating Theatre aims to improve standards of care for
patients coming in for surgery by building close-working teams and improving the day-to-day running
of the operating theatre.
The Productive Operating Theatre is now being rolled out in all NHS operating theatres in England.

Future developments
The Trust is continuing to develop ways to ensure it has enough capacity to enable patients to have a
good experience. These facilities will enable the Trust to offer services which will better tackle gender
issues and infection control.
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Trends and factors
There are a number of trends and factors that have implications for this Trust and the role it plays in
providing acute healthcare within Kent and Medway’s community; the most important ones are
detailed below.
Population characteristics, trends and demographics
The table below summarises the population of the Medway and Swale localities as at the 2001
Census. Both areas have a greater proportion of young people within their population than the average
for the South East and England.
0-14 years

15-64 years

65+ years

Area

% total

% total

% total

Medway

19.40

67.20

13.40

Swale

20.24

64.77

14.99

South East

18.68

64.95

16.37

England

17.70

64.40

17.90

Medway has a predominantly white population and the ethnic groups are shown in the table below.
Medway

Swale

percentage

percentage

White

93.0%

98.0%

Indian

2.2%

-

Mixed

1.4%

0.7%

Other Asian/Asian British

1.2%

0.7%

Black

1.3%

0.3%

Chinese

0.6%

0.3%

Other

0.3%

-

Ethnicity
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Changes and population trends
Using the Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2006 which is based on sub National Population
Projections combined with the ONS mid year estimates, it is predicted that the population will grow by
1.2 percent, 2.1 percent, 4.6 percent and 7.2 percent by 2011, 2013, 2018 and 2023 respectively. It
should be noted that the planned Thames Gateway regeneration development is not included in these
figures. The population of Swale was expected to have reached 126,800 by 2004/05 and continues to
grow by 0.5 percent per annum thereafter. This population growth is expected to be evenly spread over
the years, and these figures would indicate (all things being equal) a continued rise in demand for
hospital services.

Medway and Swale have a young population and there are significantly larger proportions of children
and young adults than the average for England. By 2018 the number of young children under five in
Medway is expected to grow by seven percent (1,100). It is anticipated that this situation will continue
for some years.
The prime population the Trust serves is Medway and Swale. However, it is the strategy of the Trust
to offer more services to more people in West Kent and, according to available statistics, some of the
key demographics are different compared to those for Medway and Swale which will influence the
services offered, e.g. life expectancy is above average, there are higher levels of employment than
England’s average and fewer children live in poverty than England’s average.

Principal risks and uncertainties
Overview
During 2009/10, the Trust’s Board Assurance Framework has been subject to a great deal of scrutiny
and revision in order to identify the principal risks to the achievement of the Trust’s strategic
objectives and to ensure that it meets the requirements of the Board.
The controls and assurances for managing risk are contained in the Board Assurance Framework and
the Corporate Risk Register which supports this. These are monitored by the Board of Directors and
are supported by a detailed discussion on a bi-monthly basis at both the Integrated Audit Committee
(Board Assurance Framework) and the Quality and Safety Committee (Corporate Risk Register), both
of which report on a regular basis to the Trust Board meetings.
In summary, the main risks identified by the Trust during the year, and the key controls in place to
mitigate those risks are as follows:
•

Information technology infrastructure and business continuity planning
The Trust is aware that, due to the design and age of the hospital, there is a risk of durability
of the current information technology (IT) infrastructure and the impact this will have on
business continuity. Plans are being developed to ensure that this risk is minimised; this
included the appointment of the new head of IT delivery. A key objective of the post holder is
to improve the Trust’s resilience in respect of its IT systems. There is also a finite amount of
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capital expenditure available within the Trust and this will also limit the work that can be
carried out in this area.
•

Emergency department activity
The Trust recognised it had previously struggled to meet the national 98 percent four-hour
access target in the emergency department; this was therefore identified as a major risk.
The number of consultants in this department was less than those required in Royal College
recommendations and a business case for the development of the service was prepared and
presented. There was also a shortage of experienced nursing staff in the department.
In order to mitigate this risk, the Trust made a major investment in this area in resources,
systems and processes. The Trust also produced an action plan to monitor the
implementation of this investment and works closely with the Medway Urgent Care Board to
mitigate such risks in the future.

•

Recruitment to clinical posts
The Trust is aware that a lack of suitable clinical staff could have the potential to compromise
its ability to comply with our authorisation and, in particular, the provision of mandatory
services. Like many other trusts, Medway NHS Foundation Trust is experiencing difficulties in
attracting staff to a number of clinical roles. Efforts to identify suitable candidates have
included overseas recruitment drives.
Each area where recruitment is proving difficult has in place an action plan to address current
and potential future staff shortages. Implementation of these plans is regularly monitored by
directorate management teams, the relevant executive directors and by the Board.
Measures set out in the action plans include the negotiation of favourable arrangements with
overseas training establishments, other forms of partnership working, systems reviews and
contingency plans. Although recruitment in some areas continues to be difficult, the Trust
does not believe that this represents a significant risk to its ability to comply with Monitor’s
authorisation.

•

Adult inpatient bed capacity
Adult inpatient bed capacity has been the most frequently cited top risk on the risk register.
Bed occupancy has not been below 90 percent and is frequently over 100 percent (requiring
additional beds to be opened) which means that the Trust has almost consistently been in
'red' escalation. A significant piece of work has been ongoing in respect of improving patient
pathways, promoting early discharge planning and we continue to work closely with our
partners to avoid unnecessary delays.
Despite the challenges associated with meeting bed capacity, the Trust has continued to
make a significant amount of progress in eliminating mixed sex accommodation across almost
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all of the hospital and a new male orthopaedic ward (Lister Ward) was opened in October
2009.
•

Finance
This has also posed a risk to the Trust and is expanded upon elsewhere within this report.

•

Demonstrating safer systems
In order for Monitor to operate its compliance regime that combines the principles of self
regulation and minimal information requirements, Monitor must be able to rely on the
accurate assessment of risks by foundation trusts. Medway NHS Foundation Trust
commissioned an independent review to assess this risk assessment process in December
2009 and since that time changes in the governance of the Trust have been implemented to
enable comprehensive scrutiny and challenge across the organisation.

These risks will be closely monitored by the Trust Board over the coming year.

Going concern
Trust directors have reasonable expectation that Medway NHS Foundation Trust has adequate
resources to continue to operate for the foreseeable future. For this reason it continues to adopt going
concern basis in preparing its accounts.

Relationships
The Trust has good relationships with its stakeholders and is committed to maintaining and
developing these. We have continued to keep in touch with our local MPs, partners and authorities.

Quality of care
The Care Quality Commission’s Annual Health Check 2009/10 gave the Trust an overall rating of ‘fair’
for the quality of services ( the same as the previous year) and ‘excellent’ for the quality of financial
management (an improvement on the previous rating of ‘good’). The Trust performed well in almost
all the areas it was assessed on including patient safety and incident reporting, clinical and cost
effectiveness, governance, patient focus and achieving key performance indicators such as waiting
times. Further information about the Annual Health Check can be found on the Care Quality
Commission’s website at www.cqc.org.uk

Handling complaints
We aim to provide excellent standards of care and treatment for all our patients and to help us deliver
this we welcome and encourage all types of feedback including comments, compliments, concerns
and complaints. This helps us to identify areas of good practice as well as areas for improvement.
Over the last year, we have seen a significant shift in the complaints culture. Some changes have
occurred as a result of the new complaints procedure that came into effect on 1 April 2009, but other
changes relate to patients having better knowledge of their statutory rights and the NHS Constitution.
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The Trust embraces the complaints process as an opportunity to:
•

improve patient experience

•

engage with patients and learn from each other

•

resolve patient concerns quickly and efficiently

•

minimise unnecessary costs (financial and time)

•

manage the risks appropriately

•

improve future business performance

Patient feedback over the past year shows they want:
•

a quick response

•

a sincere apology

•

small gestures of goodwill

•

an explanation of why things went wrong

•

the opportunity to talk to those involved

Complaints received during 2009/10
A total of 569 formal complaints were received during 2009/10 compared to 476 in 2008/09 which
represents a 20 percent increase. There is no definitive reason for this increase, however, public
awareness and ease of access may have contributed. A breakdown of complaints by service is
shown in the graph below.

Complaints received 2009-2010 by specialty
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Complaints received 2001-2010
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Themes of complaints
The graph below shows that the percentage of clinical complaints per month in 2009/10 (compared to
complaints that were not related to clinical treatment) ranged from 35% to 50%, which is within a
normal range for the last three years.
Orthopaedics, adult medicine and in particular, care of the elderly has seen a significant rise in clinical
complaints. These directorates analyse all these complaints to see if there are any particular themes
or trends and the directorates report their actions to the head of patient experience and to the Quality
and Safety Committee. Systems have also been put in place to regularly review the situation.

Percentage of clinical complaints received
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Upper Control Limit

Lower Control Limit

Mar-10

Feb-10

Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

Dec-08

Nov-08

Oct-08

0%

Patients' privacy & dignity, 0, 0%

Others, 58, 10%

Hotel services, 3, 1%
Aids/appliances, 8, 1%
Personal records, 22, 4%
Discrimination, 2, 0%
Patients' property, 11, 2%

Clinical, 246, 44%
Staff attitude, 46, 8%

Transfer, 1, 0%
Discharge, 10, 2%
Admission, 16, 3%

Communication, 64, 11%

Inpatient, 11, 2%
Outpatient, 71, 12%
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0.10%

0.20%

A&E

0.00%
General
surgery
Vascular
Maternity
Gynaecology
General
medicine
Orthopaedics
ENT
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Elderly
medicine
Dermatology Rheumatology Neurology
Paediatrics
Cardiology
Urology

0.11%
0.05%

0.09%

0.08%
0.10%

0.08%

0.05%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%

0.24%

0.19%

0.19%

0.05%
0.06%
0.13%

0.08%

0.12%
0.06%

0.07%

0.04%
0.00%
0.00%

0.77%

2009‐10 Quarter 3

0.00%

0.10%
0.05%
0.01%

0.27%

0.80%

0.08%

0.16%

0.34%

2009‐10 Quarter 2

0.05%

0.22%
0.24%
0.26%

0.18%

0.23%

0.21%
0.14%
0.14%

0.02%
0.08%
0.04%

0.24%

0.16%
0.22%
0.15%

0.10%

0.11%
0.08%
0.17%

0.10%

0.30%

0.23%
0.22%

0.40%

0.06%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.12%

0.12%
0.08%
0.07%

0.05%

2009‐10 Quarter 1

Complaints vs Activity
2009‐10 Quarter 4

0.90%

0.70%

0.60%

0.50%

Haematology

Response times
We aim to respond to complaints wherever possible within 25 working days. The Trust replied to 375
(66 percent) complaints within this timescale.

Health Service Ombudsman
During 2009/10, 14 files were requested by the Health Service Ombudsman. Seven of these files are
not being investigated any further, two have produced recommendations for the Trust to address and
five are pending.

Principles for Remedy
Based on the ‘Principles for Remedy’, Medway NHS Foundation Trust has attempted to be more
customer focused by meeting with complainants, and the head of patient experience has played a key
role in listening to patient feedback. It was identified that in some cases patients felt that the only way
to get someone to listen to them was by writing a formal complaint.

Service improvements over the last year
•

‘comment on our service’ cards are now available in maternity to capture instant patient and
visitor feedback

•

increased use of digital equipment in the imaging department has reduced the need for repeat
radiation exposures during x-rays – reducing the need for repeat x-rays, consequently making
this safer for the patient

•

in pathology, where delays occur relating to multiple test results, a new protocol has been
introduced whereby test results will be sent out when completed with a highlighted comment
that states ‘outstanding test results to follow’

•

clinical teaching in A&E has increased to help provide improved consistency in the approach
to diagnoses and treatment

•

waiting times for those attending hospital for urological surgery have been staggered so
patients are allocated a more accurate time slot. Previously, all patients for urological surgery
had to arrive at hospital at the same time

•

in maternity, we have made visiting times more flexible so partners or relatives are able to
visit at a time that fits in with their lives

Sustainability and climate change
The Trust is reporting on sustainability and climate change because of its importance to the long-term
health and wellbeing of the population. The Trust remains committed to minimising its impact upon
the environment and work continues to make significant reductions to our carbon emissions. Our goal
remains to be one of the most environmentally efficient acute NHS trusts. Our strategy will
encompass the environmental impact of our buildings, environmental and health inequalities and the
positive effect of nature on health. To demonstrate our commitment the Trust is participating in the
10/10 campaign during 2010/11 where we pledge to reduce our CO2 emissions by ten percent.
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We will develop comprehensive systems for reporting our sustainability performance based upon data
submitted to the Department of Health as part of the annual Estates Returns Information Collection
(ERIC). In the future this information will include our performance with respect to waste minimisation
and management.
Our energy spend for 2009/2010 was £2.05 million and we were responsible for carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions of 11,251 tonnes as a result of the electricity and gas we used. Compared to 2008/2009
our costs reduced by over 21 percent whilst our emissions during 2009/10 were marginally lower and
would have been significantly reduced had we not experienced the coldest winter for over 30 years
which increased the amount of energy used to heat our buildings.
Environmental performance improvement projects this year were dominated by two major projects.
The first project was to upgrade the site wide computerised building management system at Medway
Maritime Hospital. This upgrade future proofs the system which is essential to efficiently control the
heating, ventilation and other facilities related systems within the various buildings.
The second major project involves the installation of a combined heat and power (CHP) unit again at
Medway Maritime Hospital. Once operational in the summer of 2010 this unit will generate
approximately 75 percent of the electricity we require whilst the heat will be used to provide space
heating and hot water to a significant proportion of the hospital. Overall the CHP unit will reduce our
global CO2 emissions by 1,500 tonnes per year.

Valuing our staff
We are one of Kent’s largest employers with around 3,888 staff from a variety of backgrounds. Sixtyfour percent of staff are clinical, comprising registered nurses and midwives (30 percent), medical and
dental (11 percent), allied health professionals (three percent) and other clinical (20 percent). Thirtysix percent are in the non-clinical staff groups which incorporates maintenance (12 percent) and
administrative and clerical staff (24 percent).

Workforce statistics
2008/09

2009/10

Ethnicity
White

2,925

77.61%

3,015

77.55%

Asian or Asian British

377

10.00%

394

10.13%

Black or Black British

122

3.24%

121

3.11%

Mixed

60

1.59%

68

1.75%

Other

285

7.56%

290

7.46%

16 - 20

42

1.11%

50

1.29%

21 - 25

290

7.69%

302

7.77%

26 - 30

373

9.90%

387

9.95%

31 - 35

432

11.46%

454

11.68%

36 - 40

451

11.97%

491

12.63%

Age

18

41 - 45

530

14.06%

508

13.07%

46 - 49

599

15.89%

525

13.50%

50 - 55

499

13.24%

594

15.28%

56 - 60

360

9.55%

354

9.10%

61 - 64

156

4.14%

167

4.30%

37

0.99%

56

1.43%

3,078

81.67%

3,169

81.51%

691

18.33%

719

18.49%

65+
Gender
Female
Male

Our staff by ethnicity
285, 8%
60, 2%

, 0%

122, 3%
377, 10%

Ethnicity
White
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Mixed
Other
2,925, 77%
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Our staff by age group

56, 1%
167, 4%

50, 1%

302, 8%

354, 9%
387, 10%

594, 15%
454, 12%

525, 14%

491, 13%

16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-49
50-55
56-60
61-64
65+

508, 13%

Our staff by gender

719, 18%

Female
Male

3,169, 82%
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Staff survey
The Trust took part in the seventh NHS National Staff Survey and analysis of the 2009 data shows
the Trust is among the top 20 percent of trusts in England for job satisfaction, for staff being able to
contribute to improvements at work and for staff feeling there are good opportunities to develop their
potential. The findings showed that 68 percent of staff feel able to contribute towards improvements at
work, and staff also felt well supported by their managers and received regular appraisals with
personal development plans, enabling them to do their job to the best of their ability. There are of
course areas where we need to focus attention to make improvements and we will be working with
our staff to progress these improvements over the coming year. The information, together with our
results compared to last year is shown in the table below:

Staff survey results

2008/09
Trust

Response Rate

2009/2010
Trust

51%

National
Average
55%

37%

Trust
deterioration/
improvement

33%

National
Average
55%

-18%

37%

48%

38%

+11%

64%

62%

68%

61%

+4%

90%

76%

91%

78%

+1%

3.44

3.45

3.59

3.48

+0.15

74%
24%

68%
19%

74%
23%

65%
18%

0%
-1%

30%
74%

27%
71%

32%
66%

28%
70%

+2%
-8%

Top four ranked scores
Staff working in a well structured
environment
Staff being able to contribute towards
improvements at work
Staff receiving health and safety training in
the last 12 months
Staff job satisfaction (out of 5)
Bottom four ranking scores
Staff working extra hours
Staff experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from patients/relatives in last 12
months
Staff suffering from work-related stress
Staff using flexible working options
Improving working lives
The Improving Working Lives (IWL) group has continued to build on its positive work to make the
Trust a better place to work for its staff – recognising their commitment, hard work and identifying
those individuals that go beyond their call of duty to help make Medway a great hospital for patients
and staff. The group has continued to ensure the recognition of staff through monthly employee and
team of the month nominations, winners of which are acknowledged by the Trust Board. The agenda
for the coming year includes:
•

the annual awards event to recognise long service and special achievements

•

work following the Boorman Report to ensure good health and wellbeing of our staff (the NHS
Health and Well Being review is an independent review, led by Dr Steve Boorman, which
investigated the health and well being of NHS staff. The final report and response from the
Department of Health was published on 23 November 2009)

•

taking forward areas for improvement identified from the results of the staff survey
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The Trust is committed to ensuring that leadership skills within the Trust are of the highest standards
and we have developed a wide range of development initiatives for our frontline leaders. Fifteen
members of staff have completed the Frontline Leaders’ Programme and 72 are currently on the
programme.

Equality, diversity and human rights
The Trust values the contribution of all its employees, the diverse skills and knowledge they bring and
the positive effect this diversity has on the delivery of care to patients.
The Trust seeks to promote a culture of equality and inclusion where the principles of human rights,
fairness, respect, equality and dignity are paramount. The Trust is working to ensure staff realise their
full potential and that all patients are able to access services appropriate to their needs regardless of
gender, disability, sexual orientation, religion/belief, race or age. The Trust has made significant
progress in realising its vision for equality, diversity and human rights.
We continue to work towards full compliance with government equality duties for both patient services
and our workforce. The Trust is committed to ensuring that equality, diversity and human rights
approaches are centralised throughout this activity and that identified inequalities are addressed. To
this end, the Trust has developed the Equality and Fairness Steering Group. This group continues to
provide the strategic lead for equality, diversity and human rights across the Trust and has executive
and non-executive representation at Board level. The Trust has also developed, and continues to
implement its Equality Impact Assessment tool. The Trust publishes the summaries of the Equality
Impact Assessments we undertake on our website. Training in the implementation of Equality Impact
Assessments continues and is centralised into all Trust directorates via partnership working with
human resources business partners. Equality, diversity and human rights training both online and
face-to-face, has been implemented.
Through our diverse workforce, the Trust is able to provide volunteer interpreters who provide
translation services to our patients in 36 languages, from Arabic to Yoruba.
The Trust continues to work to implement the actions outlined in our existing Single Equality Scheme
and a new scheme will be developed in consultation with local communities during 2010/11. The
existing scheme sets out our commitment to ensuring equality for all – for those who use our services
and those whom we employ. The Trust is also committed to ensuring that all our leaders act as
champions for human rights, equality and diversity. We have centralised human rights, equality and
diversity into the Frontline Leaders’ Forum, a training programme for all those with a leadership role in
the Trust, ensuring it is a key element in all of our training delivery. The Trust produces an annual
workforce diversity report outlining issues in employment in relation to the existing equality strands
and actions the Trust will take to address any identified inequalities.
Our commitment to equality, diversity and human rights means that we work to ensure that everyone
is treated as an individual and that services are appropriate to the diversity of need. In this way we
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enable all of our population to receive a higher quality of care. Equality, diversity and human rights
affect us all and are not confined to minority issues. We are all, therefore, responsible for making this
vision a reality. Not only is equality everybody’s business, but it is at the heart of our business at
Medway NHS Foundation Trust.
The Trust is also committed to ensuring the views of local people influence how we improve the
delivery of our services. The Trust held a successful community engagement event in October 2009,
the recommendations of which are now being prioritised by the Patient Experience Working Group, a
sub-group of the Council of Governors. The working group is also working in partnership with a local
community organisation to support involvement in the Trust of people with learning disabilities.

Regulatory ratings
As a Foundation Trust, we are required to provide Monitor, the Foundation Trust’s regulatory body
with quarterly reports on our performance. In 2008/09, the Trust’s declarations to Monitor, compared
to our assessment in the 2008/09 Annual Plan were as follows:

Financial
risk rating
Governance
risk rating
Mandatory
services

Annual Plan
2008/2009
4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3

3

3

4

Green

Amber

Amber

Amber

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Strong performance in quarter 4 of 2008/09 gave the Trust confidence that it had addressed the
performance issues which had led to “Amber” governance risk ratings earlier in the year, and the
Annual Plan for 2009/10 contained risk ratings which mirrored the Q4 declaration. However, during
2009/10 the Trust reported the following quarterly risk ratings, against the expected risk ratings set
out in the Annual Plan for 2009/10:

Financial risk
rating
Governance
risk rating
Mandatory
services

Annual Plan
2009/10
4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3

3

3

3

Green

Green

Amber

Amber

Amber

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Non-compliance with financial risk rating plans throughout the year
The Trust is measured in terms of its financial risk rating on five separate metrics, of these we were in
line with our plan in the following:
•

underlying performance – financial operating margin

•

achievement of plan - % of planned operating margin met
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However, we did not achieve the following three metrics against our plan submitted to Monitor:
•

return on assets

•

surplus margin rating

•

liquidity – cash availability to meet our financial obligations

Whilst the return on assets and surplus margin rating metrics fell below plan levels in every quarter,
the liquidity metric was on target until the final quarter. The two reasons why we did not meet our
planned risk rating were due to a failure to achieve our planned surplus and our liquidity position due
to higher than planned levels of operating expenditure.
The net effect when these are weighted was to return a rounded risk rating of three for the year
against a planned risk rating of four.
Non-compliance with governance risk rating plan in Quarter 2
The factors which gave rise to Amber, rather than Green, governance risk ratings in Q2 were three
failed Core standards:

C2 - Child Safeguarding, C13b – Consent and C20a – Safe, Secure

Environment.
Two of the Trust’s declarations (C2 and C20a) in the 2008/9 Annual Healthcheck were qualified by
the Care Quality Commission on the basis of lack of evidence that suitable numbers of staff had been
trained in Child safeguarding (C2) and the Trust’s failure to show that it followed up appropriately, and
took the required action in respect of, risk assessments on the needs of people with disabilities. The
Trust had self declared non-compliance with Consent (C13b) in light of a review of consent processes
across the Trust which had revealed non-compliance with best practice. The concerns about consent
had been raised and first declared to Monitor in Q4 of 2008/9.
Action plans to address these issues, including the introduction of additional child safeguarding
training resources, improved practice and increased training in respect of consent and alternative
measures to ensure that risk assessments are followed up were developed and implemented.
Non-compliance with plan in Quarter 3
The Trust declared continued non-compliance with the three core standards against which it had
declared non-compliance in Q2, on the basis that the actions planned had not yet taken adequate
effect. Additionally, in the course of reviewing compliance with the remaining core standards for the
purposes of the mid-year declaration to the CQC, the Trust Board decided to declare non-compliance
with medical devices (C4b), on the basis that the Trust’s Medical Equipment Committee had not met
for several months and an equipment trainer post was vacant. Plans to ensure that the trainer was
appointed promptly and that the committee met to conduct business again were implemented. Both
these actions were completed by Quarter 4.
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Additionally in Quarter 3, the Trust had failed its internal quarterly MRSA target. Root cause analyses
were conducted on the cases which arose during Q3 and actions to prevent further infections arising
as a result of the issues identified were implemented. The Trust’s whole year performance in respect
of MRSA was excellent, with only ten cases occurring, against a target of ensuring that the number of
cases did not exceed 12.
There has been no formal intervention by Monitor in respect of Medway NHS Foundation Trust.

Board of Directors
As a Foundation Trust, the Trust is run by a Board of Directors, comprising of a non-executive
chairman and up to six other non-executive directors and up to six executive directors.
The Board meets monthly and its role is to determine the overall corporate and strategic direction of
the Trust and ensure the delivery of the Trust’s goals.
The Board of Directors is responsible for the day to day running of the hospital and delivering its key
objectives and longer term strategic aims.
The Board of Directors has reserved powers to itself covering:
-

regulation and control

-

appointments and dismissals, e.g. of committees and individual members of
committees that are directly accountable to the Board, executive directors,
secretary

-

strategy, plans and budgets

-

policy determination

-

audit

-

annual report and accounts

-

monitoring

The Board delegates some of its powers to its committees. The arrangements for delegation are set
out in the Trust’s standing orders. The constitution and terms of reference of these committees and
their specific powers are approved by the Board of Directors. The committees are all advisory and
some have decision making powers. The Board also approves the appointments to each of the
committees which it has formally constituted.

Decisions delegated to management by the Board of Directors
An executive committee consisting of the executive directors meets weekly and is chaired by the chief
executive. Its purpose is to ensure that the objectives agreed by the Board are delivered and to
analyse the activity and performance of the Trust against the Business Plan to ensure that duties are
appropriated delegated to the senior management team and actions monitored. It also ensures that
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the key information from external bodies is discussed, actions identified and messages disseminated
appropriately across the organisation.
The Board has given careful consideration to the range of experience and skills required for running
an NHS Foundation Trust and confirm that, since the appointment of the sixth non-executive director
(John Sands) during the financial year 2009/10, it has a very good balance and completeness in
place. However, it will continue to analyse its skills during the next financial year to ensure this
remains the case.
Directors of Medway NHS Foundation Trust during 2009/10
Vernon Hull

Non-executive director and chairman

Graham Clayden

Non-executive director

Adrian Horwood

Non-executive director and deputy chairman

Chuba Ofili

Non-executive director

Andrea Penman

Non-executive director

1

Non-executive director

Colin Wilby

Non-executive director

2

Interim chief executive

2

Chief executive

John Sands
Peter Coles
Mark Devlin

2

Andrew Horne

Chief executive

3

Patrick Johnson

Interim director of operations

Cheryl Lee

Director of human resources

Jacqueline McKenna

Director of nursing and strategic planning

Jeremy Moon

Director of finance

4

Gulzar Mufti

Medical director

4

Gray Smith-Laing

Interim medical director

4

Aung Soe

Acting medical director

Jane Sutherland

Interim director of operations

3
5

Loïs Howell

Company secretary

Coreen Eastes

Associate director for service improvement

6

1
2

John Sands became a non-executive director with the Trust on 7 July 2009
Andrew Horne left the Trust on 9 November 2009; Peter Coles replaced him on an interim basis on 9 November
2009 and left on 6 April 2010. Mark Devlin became the substantive chief executive on 1 April 2010

3

Jane Sutherland stood down as interim director of operations on 25 April 2010; Patrick Johnson was appointed as
interim director of operations on 26 April 2010

4

Gulzar Mufti stood down on 30 September 2009, Aung Soe was appointed for one week as Acting Medical Director
from 1 October 2009 to 7 October 2009 and Gray Smith-Laing was appointed for a longer term as interim medical
director from 8 October 2009; he was subsequently appointed to this point on a permanent basis in May 2010

5

6

Loïs Howell, as Company Secretary, is a non-voting member of the Board
As a result of the revised responsibility of the Interim Director of Operations, the position of Associate Director of
Service Development ceased to be a non-voting member of the Board on 1 May 2010.
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The performance of the Board is usually evaluated by annual appraisal and any skills gaps analysis
are reviewed by the Nominations and Remuneration Committee which also has responsibility for
reviewing the size, structure and composition of the Board on an annual basis, and makes
recommendations to the Board and Council of Governors for change. During this year the Council of
Governors appointed an additional non-executive director, John Sands, to fill a skill gap in the area of
marketing. Directors have individual appraisals and professional development reviews and hold
workshops after almost every Board meeting on issues affecting the hospital. The Board also held two
Board away days during the year in order to consider strategy and development issues.

Vernon Hull
(Chairman and Non-executive Director)
Vernon has worked in post 16 education since 1972. His most recent post was as director of the
Gateway Knowledge Alliance, which was established by all the major further and higher education
institutes in Kent, as well as the local education authorities, to promote the learning and skills needs
required by the Thames Gateway development in North Kent.
Vernon had a leading role on local politics in Medway for a number of years, including seven years as
deputy leader of Rochester upon Medway Council and two years as deputy leader of the new
Medway Council. As the chair of the Council’s Economic Development Committee, he played a
leading role in the regeneration of Medway following the closure of the Naval Dockyard. Vernon also
stood for Parliament in Medway in 1983 and 1987. He has served on a number of educational and
charity boards including Kent TEC, the Learning and Skills Council and the Rochester Bridge Trust.
In November 2004 he was appointed chairman of Medway NHS Trust and played a lead role in the
hospital’s successful application to become a Foundation Trust in April 2008.
Appointment: 1 November 2004. Reappointed on 1 April 2008 for one year. Reappointed on 1 April
2009 for three years
Membership of committees: Nominations and Remuneration Committee

Graham Clayden
(Non-executive Director)
Graham is a Reader in paediatrics at King’s College London (KCL) and honorary consultant
paediatrician for Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust. He is chair of the KCL School of
Medicine Board of Examiners and a Sub Dean for student admission of undergraduate medicine.
Graham is a member of numerous professional associations, including the British Medical
Association, a founder of the British Paediatric Computer and Information Group, British Education
Research Association and a past member of the governor body of Institute of Medical Ethics to name
but a few.
He also has experience on the councils of the Royal College and Physicians as Censor and on the
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, as officer for examinations and is assessment
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consultant to the Institute of Directors Board of Examiners.
Appointment: 1 April 2007
Membership of committees: Nominations and Remuneration Committee, Quality and Safety
Committee, Local Clinical Excellence Awards (chairman)

Adrian Horwood
(Deputy Chairman and Non-executive Director)
Adrian retired from banking in 2004 after a career spanning 33 years. He spent the last 25 years in
strategic and management roles in Kent covering all aspects from general management, HR,
operational and financial, advising both personal and commercial clients.
He is currently involved with MidKent College and Chatham Maritime Estates (an estate management
company) as a non-executive director and with the Salvation Army in a leadership capacity. Adrian
also currently sits on the boards of two medical schools in the Kent, Surrey and Sussex Deanery –
psychiatry and paediatrics.
Appointment: 1 November 2005
Membership of committees: Nominations and Remuneration Committee, Integrated Audit
Committee (chair), Performance and Investment Committee

Chuba Ofili
(Non-executive Director)
Chu has extensive experience of the public, private, community and voluntary sectors. His roles have
included business planning and development, economic policies, implementation of legislation, review
and programme/project leadership, commercial advice, human resourcing and commissioning of
services, works and goods.
He has served on various boards and panels including the independent monitoring board of HMP
Blakenhurst, the board of East Potential (formerly Network East Foyers) and the Employer and
Practitioner (organisation and employment) Advisory Panel at the London Metropolitan University
Business School. He is on the NHS SEC NEDs Development Board.
Appointment: 1 August 2007
Membership of Committees: Performance and Investment Committee, Nomination and
Remuneration Committee, Quality and Safety Committee

Andrea Penman
(Senior Independent Director and Non-executive Director)
Andrea worked as a board director for a major real estates company in the City for nine years
responsible for providing estates, projects and facilities management services to many 'blue chip'
organisations throughout London. Prior to this, Andrea pursued a career at the London Stock
Exchange where she managed their portfolio of buildings across London for over ten years. In 1996
Andrea set up the Facilities Management Network a consultancy company providing advice and
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recruitment services to a number of international surveying practices and other City and West End
clients (specialising in quality assurance, process mapping and project management) within the
estates and facilities recruitment services within the facilities management environment.
In April 2000 Andrea became a Justice of the Peace for Her Majesty's Courts Service in Kent and is
both a mentor of new magistrates and an appraiser; she is also a member of the Lord Chancellor's
Advisory Committee.
Appointment: 21 May 2002 (appointment extended on 20 May 2006 for a further four years and then
appointment extended from May 2010 for a further year)
Membership of committees: Quality and Safety Committee (chair), Nominations and Remuneration
Committee, Integrated Audit Committee

John Sands
(Non-executive Director)
John’s business background is in social housing in the local authority and voluntary sectors. He has
worked in London, Essex and Kent. Until his retirement in 2009, John was chief executive of mhs
homes group, the largest social landlord in Kent. He has a particular interest in PR and marketing and
the development of customer service.
Among his other activities, John is chair of Gallions Housing Association and a member of the finance
committee of the Dean and Chapter of Rochester Cathedral.
Appointment: 7 July 2009
Membership of committees: Integrated Audit Committee, Nomination and Remuneration
Committee

Colin Wilby
(Non-executive Director)
Colin has a varied business background in manufacturing industries, working for large companies,
including Lucas, Associated British Foods and Nestle, in personnel, operations and general
management roles. Most recently, Colin was managing director of a business unit within RHM plc,
based in Gillingham.
Colin now holds a portfolio of roles, including non-executive appointments with Kent Probation, the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors and the Office of the Independent Adjudicator for Higher
Education. He is also chair of the Independent Remuneration Panel for Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council, Sevenoaks District Council and Tunbridge Wells Borough Council.
Appointment: 1 July 2007
Membership of Committees: Performance and Investment Committee (chair), Integrated Audit
Committee, Nomination and Remuneration Committee
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Peter Coles
(Interim Chief Executive to 6 April 2010)
Peter’s NHS management career started in 1983 and he has held five NHS Trust chief executive
posts prior to taking up the role of interim chief executive at Medway NHS Foundation Trust. These
have been mostly in London and the South East, in acute services, but he has also worked in
community and mental health services and has spent time at the Department of Health.
Peter has a particular interest in organisational and service redevelopment and has overseen a
number of major service reconfigurations in the past. His passion is quality of care for patients in
particular those who may be heavily dependent on the NHS, such as older patients.

Mark Devlin
(Chief Executive from 1 April 2010)
Mark began his management career in 1991 as a business manager in the Belfast City Hospital
having joined the NHS as a graduate management trainee in Northern Ireland in 1989. He progressed
through general management positions covering a wide range of clinical services and hospital
settings in London. He became project director for the first ambulatory care and diagnostic centre at
the Central Middlesex Hospital in 1997 and led one of the major divisions of the Royal Free Hospital
from 1998 to 2001.
He achieved his first board level position in 2001 as deputy chief executive of North West London
Hospitals. Before joining Medway NHS Foundation Trust he had been the chief executive of Dartford
and Gravesham NHS Trust from 2005.

Coreen Eastes
(Associate Director for Service Development and non-voting member to 1 May 2010)
After registration as a nurse in 1991, Coreen worked in the acute sector within surgery and
emergency care before moving into the community setting in 1993. She moved into management in
1997 and held a number of positions. During this time she worked with local GPs to set up local
enhanced services such as surgery in primary care, as well as cardiac diagnostic services.
With the development of the primary care trust, Coreen was appointed to the head of commissioning
role for Shepway PCT and Ashford PCT. In 2004 Coreen was appointed to the position of associate
director of service development at Medway NHS Foundation Trust where she is responsible for
service redesign, and supporting directorates to develop their services to meet the continually
changing agenda. Coreen is also responsible for IT development across the Trust.
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Loïs Howell
(Company Secretary and non voting member)
Loïs held a wide range of legal, governance and managerial posts in a number of local authorities
before joining Medway NHS Trust in 2007. She is a qualified solicitor with special interest and
expertise in governance, administrative law and community and democratic engagement.
Loïs’s role involves oversight of the Trust’s legal services, corporate governance and constitutional
arrangements, together with looking after the needs and interests of Foundation Trust governors and
members, and promoting their full contribution to the running of the hospital.
Loïs is a member of the Law Society of England and Wales and the Institute of Healthcare
Management.

Patrick Johnson
(Interim Director of Operations from 26 April 2010)
Patrick is a Chartered Accountant and has significant experience having worked in managing director
and chief operating officer roles in the NHS over the last four years, most recently at the Royal
Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust. Prior to this, he has had extensive private sector experience in a
number of sectors including finance, distribution and business services for several major European
companies.

Cheryl Lee
(Director of Human Resources)
Cheryl Lee has worked in Human Resources in the NHS for ten years, prior to which she worked in
HR in the education sector and in retail. Cheryl has been director of HR at Medway NHS Foundation
Trust since September 2007.
Her role involves taking the lead on a wide range of strategic workforce issues, including the
formulation of the workforce strategy and ensuring the right people, with the right skills are employed
and developed to provide services to the Medway community. She is responsible for leadership
development and the provision of high level professional advice and action in complex disciplinary
and performance issues, organisational change, recruitment and selection, employee relations and
workforce development.

Jacqueline McKenna
(Director of Nursing and Strategic Planning)
Jacqueline trained at King’s College Hospital and after registration had a successful clinical career in
gynaecology and achieved a Masters in Medical Science in clinical nursing in 1995.
Jacqueline has been the director of nursing at the Medway NHS Trust since 2000, having previously
been the director of nursing at Southmead, Bristol in 1997. She implemented the first British model of
shared governance which improves staff involvement in 1994, and won the HSJ award for patient
safety in 2005 for the development of the Medway Nursing and Midwifery Accountability System – a
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performance management tool for nursing which is now being implemented by a number of trusts in
England. She is currently studying for a PhD at Greenwich University.

Jeremy Moon
(Finance Director)
Jeremy trained as a Chartered Accountant with Touche Ross & Co and qualified in the mid 1980s. He
worked for B.E.T plc, a multinational conglomerate, until 1992 when he joined the NHS. He was
appointed as director of finance of the Kent and Sussex Weald NHS Trust in 1994 and joined Medway
NHS Trust in 2000.
He is a graduate of London University, having read Geography at the School of Oriental and African
Studies.

Gray Smith-Laing
(Medical Director)
Gray qualified with honours at The Royal Free Hospital, London in 1973 and has undertaken training
in all aspects of general medicine and gastroenterology.
He joined Medway NHS Foundation Trust in 1984 and specialises in all types of gastrointestinal and
liver disease. He remains a true ‘general physician’, with a major interest in endoscopic retrograde
cholangio pancreatography (ERCP) and other therapeutic endoscopic procedures. In addition, he has
previously undertaken management roles; he was clinical director of medicine for over ten years up to
2005 and deputy medical director of the Trust in 2006.

Jane Sutherland
(Interim Director of Operations to 25 April 2010)
Jane studied at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art (Dundee University) and after graduating held a
number of middle and senior management posts within the NHS before joining the Kent and Sussex
Weald NHS Trust in 1992 as hospital director, and subsequently as operational services director.
Jane joined Medway NHS Trust in September 1998 as a project manager and the following year
became general manager for maternity and gynaecology services and facilities a role she held for five
years. In April 2004 Jane became the general manager for facilities and clinical support services, a
role that also included being deputy director of operations.

Board of Directors’ interests
Under the terms of the Trust’s constitution, the Board of Directors are individually required to declare
any interest, as soon as they become aware of it, which may under the terms of the constitution,
conflict with their appointment as a director of Medway NHS Foundation Trust. During the year, none
of the directors have disclosed details of company directorships or other material interests that would
conflict with their appointment as a director, or with their management responsibilities.
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A register of the directors’ interests is available to the public via the Trust’s website
www.medway.nhs.uk or on request from the company secretary.
In compliance with paragraph c.1.11 of the Monitor Code of Governance for NHS Foundation Trusts,
no executive director holds more than one non-executive directorship of an NHS Foundation Trust or
other organisation of comparable size and complexity.
Arrangements for the termination of appointment of a non-executive director are set out in the Trust’s
constitution. All non-executive directors are considered to be independent by the Board of Directors.
The non-executive directors were appointed for a period of three years.

Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings in 2009/10
Name

Title

Vernon Hull

Chairman

13 out of 13

Graham Clayden

Non-executive Director

11 out of 13

Peter Coles

Interim Chief Executive

4 out of 5

Coreen Eastes

Associate Director for Service Development

11 out of 13

Andrew Horne

Chief Executive

8 out of 8

Adrian Horwood

Non-executive Director

12 out of 13

Loϊs Howell

Company Secretary

12 out of 13

Cheryl Lee

Director of Human Resources

12 out of 13

Jeremy Moon

Director of Finance

13 out of 13

Jacqueline McKenna

Director of Nursing and Strategic Planning

12 out of 13

Gulzar Mufti

Medical Director

3 out of 7

Chuba Ofili

Non-executive Director

13 out of 13

Andrea Penman

Non-executive Director

11 out of 13

John Sands

Non-executive Director

9 out of 9

Gray Smith-Laing

Interim Medical Director

6 out of 6

Jane Sutherland

Interim Director of Operations

12 out of 13

Colin Wilby

Non-executive Director

13 out of 13

Committees of the Board
Integrated Audit Committee
Members

Committee role

Attendance

Adrian Horwood (Non-executive Director)

Chairman

6 out of 6

Andrea Penman (Non-executive Director)

Member

6 out of 6

John Sands (Non-executive Director)

Member

3 out of 3

Colin Wilby (Non-executive Director)

Member

4 out of 6

The Integrated Audit Committee (IAC), which consists of not less than three non-executive directors
of the Trust, meets on a bi-monthly basis and provides the Board with an independent and objective
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view on its financial and non-financial systems, financial and non-financial information and compliance
with laws, guidance and regulations governing the NHS.
Its main responsibility is to provide the Board with assurances in respect of governance, risk
management and internal control, and that effective systems across the whole of the organisation's
activities (both clinical and non-clinical) support the achievement of the organisation’s objectives.
At the commencement of each IAC meeting, a private session is held between the non-executive
directors, the internal and external auditors and the counter-fraud specialists.
Internal auditors report to every meeting of the IAC to provide the relevant assurances regarding the
adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls. The IAC carries out an annual review of the
adequacy of the internal audit.
External auditors report to every meeting of the IAC to provide progress reports and actions taken as
part of the annual audit plan.
Counter fraud specialists report to every meeting of the IAC to provide an update on current or new
fraud cases and actions taken as a result of those cases.
The IAC sets itself a rolling work plan, which it has continued to meet. It also carries out an annual
self-assessment.
The IAC has produced an annual report which has been presented to the Board and to the Council of
Governors.
During the year the IAC was able to satisfy the Board and Council of Governors that they could be
assured that the information they received in the following areas was robust and reliable:
•

the work of the internal auditors, South Coast Audit

•

the work of the local counter fraud specialist

•

the work of the external auditors, PKF

•

the management of the Trust’s charitable funds

•

the work of the Board’s Performance and Investment Committee

•

the compilation of the Trust’s annual accounts

•

the preparation of the Trust’s final Annual Report as an acute Foundation Trust

•

the preparation of the statement of internal

In addition to these assurances, the Committee was proactive in other areas and has worked closely
with the Quality and Safety Committee to ensure that the work was complementary. The IAC also
advised the Board that the strategy for the identification and management of risk across the Trust be
highlighted as a concern as this had not yet been completed. It also advised the Board and the
Council of Governors on the issues with the completion of the Board Assurance Framework.
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The IAC provides a report to the Board of Directors after every meeting.

Quality and Safety Committee
Members

Committee role

Attendance

Andrea Penman (Non-executive Director)

Chairman

10 out of 11

Graham Clayden (Non-executive Director)

Member

11 out of 11

Chuba Ofili (Non-executive Director)

Member

10 out of 11

Gray Smith-Laing (Executive Director)

Member

5 out of 7

Jacqueline McKenna (Executive Director)

Member

5 out of 7

Jane Sutherland (Executive Director)

Member

3 out of 7

The Quality and Safety Committee (QSC), which consists of no less than three non-executive
directors of the Trust and three executive directors (whose membership of the committee commenced
in July 2009), meets on a bi-monthly basis and sets the strategic direction for managing governance
and risk. It is also regularly attended by the head of quality and risk, director of infection, prevention
and control and the chairman of the Patient Safety Committee.
The QSC oversees the development of all risk and governance activities within directorates and other
support departments, in order to underpin the Trust’s reputation and performance, as well as assuring
the Board of the organisation’s compliance with national and local statutory requirements and also
receives and responds to Care Quality Commission reports.
At each meeting of the QSC, it receives and gives guidance or actions on:
•

reports on serious untoward incidents

•

quarterly reports from each directorate on infection control and patient experience

•

corporate risk register and makes recommendations for any changes to the Board

•

infection control report

The QSC provides a report to the Board of Directors after every meeting on its activities which
includes reports on infection control and the corporate risk register.

Performance and Investment Committee
Members

Committee role

Colin Wilby (Non-executive Director)

Chairman

12 out of 12

Adrian Horwood (Non-executive Director)

Member

11 out of 12

Chuba Ofili (Non-executive Director)

Member

11 out of 12

Peter Coles (Interim Chief Executive)

Member

5 out of 5

Andrew Horne (Chief Executive)

Member

4 out of 7

Jeremy Moon (Executive Director)

Member

12 out of 12

Jane Sutherland (Interim Director of Operations)

Member

10 out of 12
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Attendance

The Performance and Investment Committee, consisting of three non-executive directors and three
executive directors, meets on a monthly basis and provides the Trust Board with a detailed and
objective view on the resource utilisation and planning performed by the Trust including income and
expenditure, cash flow and balance sheet management, business development and service
improvement plans in the form of business cases, and it scrutinises performance management in
detail each month and reports to the Board on an exception basis.

In particular over the past year the Performance and Investment Committee has reviewed and
challenged the current and future profitability of several specialities, for example vascular,
haematology, community paediatrics, cardiology and orthodontics, considered business cases for
investment in a Midwifery Led Unit, MRI, replacement generators and combined heat and power plant
and received reports on trends in service line reporting and the development of patient level
information costing systems, the longer term economic prospects, downside modelling and the
current contract with local primary care trusts, plus considered and debated the operational and
financial position of the Trust.

Remuneration report
In July 2009, the terms of reference for the Personnel and Remuneration Committee were reviewed
and revised. In line with best practice, the Board agreed that this Committee be replaced with a
Nominations and Remuneration Committee, whose membership consists of all the non-executive
directors.
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee reviews and makes recommendations to the Board of
Directors on the composition, balance, skill mix and succession planning of the Board and
recommends the appointment of executive directors. It also has delegated authority for setting the
overall remuneration and benefits, including pensions as well as arrangements for the termination of
employment, for the chief executive and the executive directors.
Remuneration levels for senior managers were recommended by an independent consultant, who
referred to the information provided by Foundation Trust’s Network on executive pay and the NHS
Chief Executive and Directors’ salary survey as well as a review of other similar posts advertised in
the South East. The remuneration recommendations span April 2008 – April 2011 with market
reviews taking place every three years and cost of living increases being undertaken annually. Any
cost of living increase will be considered against Very Senior Managers (VSM) and Agenda for
Change benchmarks. Remuneration levels are not split into basic salary and performance related
pay, but this is being considered for future years. For the purposes of the remuneration report, senior
managers are defined as those with voting rights at a Trust Board meeting.
In the last financial year, the Nominations and Remuneration Committee has recommended the
appointment of an interim chief executive (Peter Coles) and an interim medical director (Gray SmithLaing) and the appointment of the chief executive, Mark Devlin. It also introduced a new appointment
process for senior executives.
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During the year, one new non-executive director, John Sands, was appointed and Andrea Penman’s
appointment was extended for one year.
The membership of the group is comprised of the following:

Personnel and Remuneration Committee (until July 2009)
Members

Committee role

Attendance

Vernon Hull

Chairman

2 out of 2

Chuba Ofili

Member

1 out of 2

Colin Wilby

Member

2 out of 2

Nominations and Remuneration Committee (from July 2009)
Members

Committee role

Attendance

Vernon Hull

Chairman

9 out of 9

Graham Clayden

Member

8 out of 9

Adrian Horwood

Member

8 out of 9

Chuba Ofili

Member

8 out of 9

Andrea Penman

Member

8 out of 9

John Sands

Member

7 out of 8

Colin Wilby

Member

9 out of 9

Performance is reviewed annually at appraisal against objectives. Objectives are agreed at the
appraisal and progress is reviewed at monthly one to one meetings.
Executive directors hold substantive contracts with six month notice periods. The exception to this is
the medical director’s post which is appointed on a three year basis, which is renewable. Any contract
termination would need to be approved by the Trust’s Nominations and Remuneration Committee.
Termination payments, if appropriate, would be equivalent to the postholder’s notice period, should
the employment contract be terminated for reasons other than gross misconduct.
Salary and pension entitlements of senior managers:
The tables on the next page for remuneration and pensions benefits have been audited as referred to
in the independent auditors’ report. All other information in the remuneration report has not been
audited.
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a) Remuneration
2009/10
Salary

Name and title

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Other
Remunerati
on
(bands of
£5000)
£000

2008/09
Benefits in kind

Salary

Rounded to the
nearest £100

(bands of
£5000)
£000

Other
Remunerati
on
(bands of
£5000)
£000

Benefits in kind

Rounded to the
nearest £100

Mr Vernon Hull, Chairman

40-45

-

-

40-45

-

-

Mr G Clayden, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mrs A Penman, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr A Horwood, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr C Wilby, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr C Ofili, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr J Sands, Non-executive Director
Mr A Horne, Chief Executive

5-10

-

-

-

-

-

120-125

95-100

-

155-160

-

-

Mr P Coles, Interim Chief Executive

70-75

-

-

-

-

110-115

-

-

110-115

-

-

Mr G Mufti, Medical Director

10-15

85-90

-

25-30

185-190

-

Dr G Smith-Laing, Interim Medical Director

10-15

65-70

-

-

-

-

Mr J Moon, Director of Finance

Mrs J McKenna, Director of Nursing & strategic planning

100-105

-

-

100-105

-

-

Miss C Lee, Director of Human Resources

90-95

-

-

85-90

-

-

Mrs J Sutherland, Interim Director of Operations

90-95

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

95-100

-

-

Mrs E Ryabov, Director of Operations

b) Pension benefits
Cash Equivalent
Total
Real
Transfer Value at
accrued
increase in
pension and pension and 31 March 2010
related lump
related
lump sum at sum at age
60 at 31
age 60
March 2010

Cash
Equivalent
Transfer
Value at 31
March 2009

Real
Increase in
Cash
Equivalent
Transfer

Name and title
(bands of
£2500)
£000

(bands of
£2500)
£000

£000

£000

£000

Mr A Horne, Chief Executive

(0)-(2.5)

272.5-275

1422

1338

15

Mr P Coles, Interim Chief Executive

(2.5)-(5)

247.5-250

1273

-

-14

Mr J Moon, Director of Finance

0-2.5

100-102.5

525

468
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Miss C Lee, Director of Human Resources

5-7.5

27.5-30

77

58

17

Mrs J McKenna, Director of Nursing & strategic planning

0-2.5

110-112.5

492

440
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(2.5)-(5)

225-227.5

Note a

Note a

Note a

Dr G Smith-Laing, Interim Medical Director

7.5-10

270-272.5

Note a

Note a

Note a

Mrs J Sutherland, Interim Director of Operations

7.5-10

115-117.5

584

-

75

-

-

-

232

-

Mr G Mufti, Medical Director

Mrs E Ryabov, Director of Operations
a)
b)

Mr G Mufti and Dr G Smith-Laing have reached the age of 60 and hence a CETV figure is not provided by the
Pensions Agency.
The information in the above table has been provided by the NHS Pensions Agency.

As non-executive members do not receive pensionable remuneration, there will be no entries in
respect of pensions for non-executive members.
A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension
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scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the
member's accrued benefits and any contingent spouse's pension payable from the scheme.
A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme, or arrangement to secure pension benefits in
another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer
the benefits accrued in their former scheme. The pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the
individual has accrued as a consequence of their total membership of the pension scheme, not just
their service in a senior capacity to which the disclosure applies. The CETV figures, and from 2004/05
the other pension details, include the value of any pension benefits in another scheme or
arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme.
They also include any additional pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their
purchasing additional years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated
within the guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
Real Increase in CETV – this reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer. It
takes account of the increase in accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee
(including the value of any benefits transferred from another pension scheme or arrangement) and
uses common market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.
M Devlin (Chief Executive):
Date: 7 June 2010

Council of Governors
The Council comprises elected and appointed governors who provide an important link between the
Trust, local people, members and key stakeholder organisations. They share information and views
that can influence and shape the way services are provided by the hospital and they work together
with the Trust’s Board to ensure that the Foundation Trust delivers a high quality of healthcare within
a strict framework of governance, whilst achieving financial balance and planning for the future.
There are 26 governors on the Council of Governors, 19 of whom are elected public and staff member
representatives and seven are nominated by the partner organisations.

Constituencies
There are three public constituencies that make up the catchment area for the Trust. Medway and
Swale are the main two constituencies, with the third covering the Rest of England of Wales. The third
constituency is specifically designed for the catchment population that use the specialist services
which are provided to anyone in England and Wales.
Governors serve on the Trust’s Council of Governors, working as a team but specifically representing
one particular class in their own membership community. The public governors each represent a
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constituency. Medway constituency has nine public governors; Swale constituency has four public
governors and the Rest of England and Wales has one public governor.
There are five staff governors who are elected to represent staff in each ‘constituency’ – allied health
professionals, management, medical and dental, non-clinical and nursing and midwifery. Stakeholder
governors are nominated by their organisation to sit on the Council and link back to their organisation.
The Trust’s partner organisations are NHS Medway; NHS Eastern and Coastal Kent; Medway
Council; Universities; League of Friends; Medway Chamber of Commerce and Kent County Council.

Role of the governor
Governors are required to attend regular meetings of the Council of Governors which includes the
members’ annual meeting.
The governors have some specific statutory requirements to fulfil on an annual basis as well as some
generic responsibilities. These include to:

•

appoint or remove the chairman and non-executive directors

•

approve the appointment of the chief executive

•

decide on remuneration for non-executive directors

•

consider the patient experience

•

receive the annual accounts

•

appoint and remove the Foundation Trust’s auditor

•

hold the Board to account

•

represent constituent members

•

consider the Foundation Trust’s forward plans and advise the Board of Directors on these.

Governors are also expected to actively seek the views of the community they represent – this has
typically been through members’ events but the Trust is looking at other ways of involving the
membership.

Structure of the Council
The Council meets four to five times a year and in order to assist in its work and meet the Council’s
statutory requirements, the Council has established four working groups. These are listed below with
a brief overview of each group’s responsibilities:
Membership recruitment and communications: To develop, implement and review the Trust’s
membership strategy as well as being accountable on behalf of the governors for ensuring that the
elections are fair and true.
Audit and Strategy: To make recommendations to the Council of Governors with respect to the
appointment of the Trust’s external auditor and to report to the Council of Governors with respect to
the auditor’s Annual Report.
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Non-executive director appointment and remuneration: To carry out an annual appraisal of the
chairman, review the remuneration of the non-executive directors on an annual basis, to be involved
in the nomination process for all non-executive directors and in overseeing the arrangements of the
Trust’s Annual Members’ Meeting.
Patient experience: To advise the Council in all aspects of the patient experience in the hospital,
including quality of care, communication and administration, service development, development of the
estate and public health issues.

Governor terms of office
Public and staff governors
All public and staff governors are elected for a term of three years, with the exception of the first
governors who were appointed. In order to avoid an election process every three years that would see
the replacement of 19 public governors, it was agreed by the Trust to initially separate the terms of
office for each governor in order to ensure business continuity and establishment of the Council.
This has resulted in a third of governors being appointed for a term of one year, another third for two
years and the remaining third for three years. Every year only a third of governors stand for reelection.

Partner governors
Partner governors are nominated by their organisation and serve a term of office of three years.
These governors can be replaced by their organisation during this time.
Governor election activity
All governors were appointed in June 2007, one third were given a term of one year, one third were
given a term of two years, and the last third were given a term of three years.
During 2009-10, the Council of Governors was made up as follows:
Elected representatives for Medway (nine):
-

Michael Burch

-

Nigel Cartlidge (elected in June 2009)

-

Renee Coussens

-

Pamela Gibbon (re-elected in June 2009)

-

Angela Jenkins

-

Margaret Ratcliffe

-

Ann Richmond

-

Sheila Shepherd (re-elected in June 2009)

-

Lee Tribe

Elected representatives for Swale (four):
-

Victoria Allison

-

John Gibbons (resigned in October 2009)
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-

Ruth Jenner (elected in June 2009)

-

John Mount (elected in June 2009)

Elected representative for rest of England and Wales (one):
-

Serena Gilbert

Elected staff representatives (five):
-

Eric Ambrose (non-clinical – resigned in February 2010)

-

Geraldine Mott (management class – resigned in December 2009)

-

Rosemary Toye (medical and dental class)

-

Nancy Sayer (nursing and midwifery – elected in June 2009)

-

Sharon Small (allied health professionals – retired in June 2009 and was replaced by
Lena Wareham (elected in June 2009) resigned in February 2010))

Nominated representatives from partner organisations (seven):
-

Helen Buckingham, NHS Medway

-

Rodney Chambers, Medway Council (retired July 2009) who was replaced by Councillor Jane
Etheridge, Medway Council (from July 2009)

-

Adrian Crowther, Kent County Council

-

Robert McKee, Chamber of Commerce (retired May 2009) who was replaced by Tracey
Manley, Chamber of Commerce (from May 2009)

-

Andrew Scott-Clarke, NHS Eastern and Coastal Kent (retired June 2009)

-

John Spence, League of Friends

-

Vacant, Universities

Appointed /
Nominated

Name

Appointed 2007
June 2007
Michael Burch
June 2007
Lee Tribe
June 2007
Victoria Allison
June 2007
John Gibbons
June 2007
Serena Gilbert
June 2007
Maggie Luck
June 2007
Rosemary Toye
June 2007
Geraldine Mott

Appointed 2008
June 2008
Ann Richmond
June 2008
Angela Jenkins
June 2008
Renee Coussens
June 2008
Margaret Ratcliffe
November
Eric Ambrose
2008
Appointed 2009
June 2009
Nigel Cartlidge
June 2009
Ruth Jenner

Constituency

Term of
office

Medway
Medway
Swale
Swale (resigned October 2009)
Rest of England and Wales
Medway (resigned June 2009)
Staff: Medical and dental class
Staff: Management class (resigned
2009)

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
2 years
3 years
3 years

Medway
Medway
Medway
Medway
Staff: Non-clinical (resigned 2010)

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years

Medway
Swale

3 years
3 years
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June 2009
June 2009
June 2009
June 2009

John Mount
Sheila Shepherd
Pamela Gibbon
Lena Wareham
Nancy Sayer

Swale
Medway (re-elected)
Medway (re-elected)
Staff: Allied health professionals
(resigned 2010)
Nursing and midwifery

June 2009
Nominated
June 2007
June 2007
June 2009
June 2009
June 2009
June 2009
June 2009

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years

John Spence
Adrian Crowther
Cllr Jane Etheridge
Helen Buckingham
Tracey Manley
Vacant
David Nightingale

League of Friends
Kent County Council
Medway Council
NHS Medway
Chamber of Commerce
NHS Eastern and Coastal Kent
Universities (resigned October 2009)

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years

Attendance at Council of Governors meetings
Attendee
Vernon Hull (Chairman)
Victoria Allison
Eric Ambrose
Helen Buckingham
Michael Burch
Nigel Cartlidge
Rodney Chambers
Renee Coussens
Adrian Crowther
Councillor Jane Etheridge
Pamela Gibbon
John Gibbons
Serena Gilbert
Angela Jenkins
Ruth Jenner
Maggie Luck
Tracey Manley
Robert McKee
Geraldine Mott
John Mount
David Nightingale
Margaret Ratcliffe
Ann Richmond
Nancy Sayer
Andrew Scott-Clarke
Sheila Shepherd
Sharon Small
John Spence
Lee Tribe
Rosemary Toye
Lena Wareham

Attendance
6 out of 6
4 out of 6
2 out of 6
5 out of 6
4 out of 6
5 out of 5
0 out of 1
5 out of 6
4 out of 6
4 out of 5
5 out of 6
1 out of 3
4 out of 6
5 out of 6
5 out of 5
0 out of 1
2 out of 5
0 out of 1
2 out of 5
5 out of 5
0 out of 3
6 out of 6
5 out of 6
5 out of 5
0 out of 1
3 out of 6
0 out of 1
3 out of 6
4 out of 6
6 out of 6
2 out of 5

A governors’ register of interests is held at the Trust’s offices. Information regarding governors’
interests and whether they have undertaken any material transactions with Medway NHS Foundation
Trust can be obtained by contacting the governor and member lead, Postgraduate centre, Medway
NHS Foundation Trust, Windmill Road, Gillingham, Kent, ME7 5NY.
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Membership
Anyone aged 16 and over and is not employed by the Trust can become a public member. Every
member of staff automatically becomes a member unless they choose to opt out.
At 31 March 2010 we had 8,936 members and 3,902 staff members.

Membership strategy
The membership strategy outlines what the Trust’s vision is in terms of recruiting, engaging and
involving its members – the strategy provides a framework on how we aim to achieve this. The Trust
wants to review how it can best serve its members and also how members can become involved with
communicating to the Trust what the needs of the local community are.
Monitor (the Trust’s independent regulating body) require the membership base to be representative
of the local community. This means the Trust needs to work hard at ensuring that its members reflect
the socio economic breakdown of its population and is enable to present a voice from the community.

Membership recruitment
During 2009/10, the Membership and Communications Working Group planned and delivered two
very successful recruitment campaigns for new members.
The governors adopted a simple and cost effective method of face to face recruitment, using a team
of up to eight external people over a two week period. This has effectively produced over 2,000 new
members.
The Trust aims to have 10,500 members by April 2011, and so far has recruited 8,936. This number
has exceeded the targets that were set out in the membership strategy originally. Governors are very
keen to ensure we have members that can represent hard to reach groups, including ethnic minorities
and so the Trust is continuing to concentrate on targeting these areas. The recruitment of these
groups is monitored by the Membership and Communications Working Group.

Engagement between members and governors
Governors are always looking for ways to engage with their members more and have setup regular
members events throughout the year.
The members’ newsletter is our biggest form of communication with members and often surveys or
questionnaires are included to get the views of the community on specific topics, such as transport to
the hospital.
The website continues to be developed to allow communication to flow from members to their
governors. Presently the Trust provides a ‘contact your governor’ facility which sends the members’
comments to the membership office to be forwarded to the relevant governor. We also now have a
governor only area on the website which allows governors to access important information quickly.
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Engagement between governors and members is an evolving and ongoing feature for the Trust and
governors are continually looking at ways of improving ways of meeting members and ensuring that
they their views are taken into consideration.
Members’ events have been held on specific topics that members have requested and these events
also offer an opportunity for members to meet their governors and raise any concerns or suggestions
with them. We have been successful in gaining press coverage for our members’ events and the
attendance has been steadily increasing. We have also arranged ‘Meet your Governors’ sessions and
these have been held throughout the year.
The Trust held its first annual meeting as a Foundation Trust in September 2009. This was an
extremely successful event held at the Pilkington Building and the governors were fully involved in the
success of this event.
Governors also initiated (led by the Patient Experience Working Group) a very successful ‘Have Your
Say’ event which encouraged members, patients, volunteers and visitors to complete a survey form
asking them what would be the most important thing to them if they were a patient at Medway NHS
Foundation Trust. The results of this survey have been taken seriously and are being fed into the
patient experience strategy which is in the process of being drafted.

Membership base
The breakdown of our membership base per constituency is listed below.
Constituency

Members

Medway

6297

Swale

1462

Rest of England and
Wales

1178

Membership total

8937

Statement setting out the steps that the members of the Board, in particular the non executive
directors, have taken to understand the views of the governors and members.
During the year the Trust has used a number of methods to ensure that directors understand and are
aware of views expressed by governors and members.
The Council of Governors is chaired by the Trust’s chairman and its meetings are also attended by
the chief executive, who presents a report on performance and current issues. The chief executive is
available during the meeting to answer questions, which provides the opportunity for governors to
express their views and raise any other concerns. Other executive directors also attend Council of
Governor meetings and working groups on a regular basis.
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Non-executive directors have an open invitation to attend Council of Governor meetings. They have
attended regularly and talked about their role. A few non-executives are also invited to attend some of
the working groups.
In addition, a number of joint meetings are held between the Trust’s Board of Directors and governors
throughout the year to enable the Board and governors to consider particular plans or issues. These
meetings also provide opportunities for governors to raise any queries or concerns with Board
members.
The Council of Governors has nominated a lead governor who meets with the senior independent
director to discuss key issues which involve the non-executive directors and governors – such as the
chairman’s appraisal. The lead governor also has an open invitation to attend Board meetings and
reports back to governors on these meetings.
The Trust Board continues to look at developing a stronger relationship with its governors to better
understand their views and the views of their members.
Members may contact governors through the membership office, which is situated in the main
reception area at the hospital. They may contact the office by telephone 01634 825292, in writing, by
email or via our website www.medway.nhs.uk
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Quality reporting
Part one
Chief executive’s statement
Welcome to our first full annual Quality Account of our performance against selected quality metrics
for 2009/10 and our quality priorities for 2010/11. This demonstrates our accountability to the public
for the quality of the care we offer at Medway NHS Foundation Trust and how we are seeking to
improve. Making sure that greater prominence is given to quality issues within Board meetings in the
last year has been part of the agenda for improving the quality of services in terms of clinical
outcomes, patient safety and patient experience. We are able to report some very positive
achievements in areas such as reducing infections and how our patients are being treated in relation
to dignity and respect.
Since commencing in post in April 2010, I recognise that in order to offer assurance to patients that
we provide high quality care, we must be able to demonstrate that: we have high levels of reported
patient satisfaction; services that are as safe as possible; and clinical outcomes that are better than
the national average. Therefore I am delighted to report that for the second year in succession,
Medway NHS Foundation Trust has received a ‘Top 40 Hospital’ clinical benchmarking award. This
award reflects high performance across a number of indicators of safety, clinical effectiveness,
patient experience and health outcomes.
Along with improving the quality of care for our patients, we also want to be an organisation where
staff feel recognised and rewarded. We want staff to work within an environment where they are able
to provide the highest quality of care possible. I am pleased to note the improvements in the staff
survey last year. We recognise that there will always be challenges to meet and will continue to strive
for the highest quality by putting our patients at the heart of everything we do.
Without doubt 2010/11 will be both an exciting and a challenging year. Challenging because the
global economic climate makes it imperative we continue to explore and implement more efficient and
effective ways to support care delivery. Exciting because of the opportunities we will have through
forging innovative new partnerships with other healthcare providers which promises to bring fantastic
benefits to patients. I am confident that through the commitment, resourcefulness and talent of our
staff we will achieve our vision of delivering top quality patient care.
I confirm that to the best of my knowledge the information you will find in this Quality Account is
accurate and I am very pleased to have the opportunity to publish it.

Mark Devlin
Chief Executive
1 June 2010
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Part two

Priorities for improvement 2010/11

We have made some impressive progress in 2009/10 towards providing high quality care and have
developed a wide range of initiatives to improve the quality of care we provide and the experience for
our patients.
Through our quarterly local patient surveys, which are based on the national survey, our Board patient
safety visits and our ‘Confidence in Care’ ward rounds (which involve our most senior nurses
undertaking weekly patient centred ward rounds across all of the Trust’s wards and departments
asking patients about their experience and the quality of care that they have received), we continue to
explore new ways to communicate more effectively with our patients and make improvements based
on their feedback. We signed up to the National Patient Safety Campaign and have been working
hard to ensure that we have effective systems for reporting adverse incidents and near misses,
investigating the root causes of incidents and taking actions to make improvements.
For 2010/11 we have assessed what our priorities should be and have identified nine key priorities for
this year. We have selected three quality objectives for each of the following:

In selecting our priorities we have been mindful of the national and local picture as well as those
issues which are of concern to our patients, our governors, our workforce and our local healthcare
partners, e.g. a governors’ consultation meeting was held to consider the draft quality accounts.
Our strategy to deliver quality improvement is to further embed quality into our existing performance
management dashboard, engage and empower more front line staff through our Front Line Leaders
Programme and focus on outcomes by monitoring these at the sub committees of the Board.
It is vital to have strong leadership across the organisation and, to ensure this is truly ‘bed-side to
boardroom’, the Board will:
•

ensure that quality improvements are embedded in the Trust’s strategic objectives

•

continue to ensure that quality development is at the heart of all its discussions and actions
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•

systematically measure patient experience and outcomes through examples of excellent
performance and the not so good where it exists and, where appropriate, listen directly to patient
stories

•

continue to increase its visibility with a programme of patient safety visits and “spend a shift with
me” days.

Following our assessment our top priorities for 2010/11 are:

Improving our patient experience

Involving patients in their own care, providing that care in same sex accommodation and treating
patients with dignity and respect relate directly to our strategy in terms of improving dignity and
privacy for our patients and one way to measure this is through patient perception. These three
metrics are included in our local quarterly patient survey, which itself is based on the national patient
survey and therefore provides us with a solid base for benchmarking how we are doing. These are
also part of the South East Coast Strategic Health Authority benchmarks and Commissioning for
Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) targets. The Trust will monitor improvements by providing quarterly
reports to the Board.

Improving patient safety
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Pressure sores are a key indicator of quality of care and patient safety and reducing pressure ulcers
is also one of the national high impact action priorities set by the chief nursing officer for England. We
will reduce the severity and numbers of hospital acquired pressure ulcers to no more than 15 in any
month. On a monthly basis every pressure ulcer acquired by a patient is counted and all which are
grade 2 and above are subject to a root cause analysis. This is monitored through the Nursing and
Midwifery Advisory Group and the Trust Performance and Investment Committee. This is a quality
improvement target with our lead commissioner and is benchmarked across the South East Coast
Strategic Health Authority.
Using the Global Trigger Tool (a globally recognised monitoring tool to help identify adverse triggers
in a patient’s condition, and which, if left untreated, could lead to a patient experiencing harm), the
Trust is committed to monitoring 20 sets of notes each month, the outcomes of which will be
monitored by the Patient Safety Committee and externally benchmarked by the Institute for Innovation
and Improvement.
Our third commitment to improving patient safety will be through monitoring our Hospital Standardised
Mortality Rate (HSMR) and for which we will consistently score less than 100, reducing to the lowest
quartile. This will be monitored by the Patient Safety Committee and benchmarked against other
acute trusts through the nationally known ‘Dr Foster Health Guide.’

Improving clinical effectiveness

The Trust has registered with the Enhanced Recovery Programme, the aim of which is to promote,
amongst other benefits:
•

early detection of complications arising from surgery

•

decrease in infections

•

team building amongst staff

•

empowering patients by becoming more involved in looking after their own recovery

Progress is reported quarterly to the executive team and will be benchmarked against other acute
trusts.
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Breastfeeding is a key public health indicator for healthier children, and improving breastfeeding rates
is important to the whole health economy. It is also a CQUIN target for the Trust and for which the
target is set at 65% across the local health economy. Our performance on this priority is monitored
monthly by the Trust through the Performance and Investment Committee and by our commissioners
at the Clinical Quality Review Group.
The Enhancing Quality Programme, launched in January 2010, is a project led by the South East
Coast Strategic Health Authority and the Trust has started to participate in this. The work within the
programme will involve importing good practice from other trusts, as well as introducing appropriate
patient care measures on which data will be gathered and assessed to see if the standards for care
are being met. This will be monitored internally through the Quality and Safety Committee which
meets every two months. We will concentrate on five clinical pathways including: community acquired
pneumonia, elective hip replacement, elective knee replacement, acute myocardial infarction (heart
attack) and heart failure.
The benefits will include a reduction in complications as well as:
•

a reduction in re-admissions

•

avoidance of hospital admissions

•

a reduction in hospital days

•

financial savings

•

improved patient experience

•

improved health outcomes for patients

•

expansion of staff skills by sharing knowledge and best practice

Review of services
During 2009/10 the Medway NHS Foundation Trust provided 42 NHS services. Medway NHS
Foundation Trust has reviewed all the data available to them on the quality of care in all 42 of these
NHS services.
The income generated by the NHS services reviewed in 2009/10 represents 68.5% of the total
income generated from the provision of NHS services by Medway NHS Foundation Trust for 2009/10.
The executive team has reviewed all of the data relating to quality available to them through the
clinical directorate dashboard performance management process which takes place every two months
and the Nursing and Midwifery Accountability System (NMAS) which occurs on a ‘rolling’ weekly basis
by directorate. Both the clinical dashboard and the NMAS processes have supported the Trust’s
objectives in relation to improving patient experience, patient safety and clinical effectiveness.
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Participation in clinical audits
During 2009/10, 35 national clinical audits and three national confidential enquiries covered NHS
services that Medway NHS Foundation Trust provides (source: National Clinical Audit Advisory Group
(NCAAG) national audit priorities; see www.dh.gov.uk/qualityaccounts
During that period, Medway NHS Foundation Trust participated in 80% national clinical audits and
100% national confidential enquiries of the national clinical audits and national confidential enquiries
that it was eligible to participate in.
The national clinical audits and national confidential enquiries that Medway NHS Foundation Trust
was eligible to participate in during 2009/10 are as follows:
•

Adult Cardiac Interventions Audit (percutaneous coronary intervention: PCI)

•

British Thoracic Society: Community-Acquired Pneumonia in Adults

•

British Thoracic Society: Emergency Oxygen Audit

•

British Thoracic Society: National Adult Asthma Audit 2009

•

British Thoracic Society: National Adult Non-Invasive Ventilation (NIV) Audit

•

British Thoracic Society: Paediatric Asthma

•

British Thoracic Society: Paediatric Pneumonia

•

College of Emergency Medicine: Fractured Neck of Femur 2009

•

College of Emergency Medicine: Moderate and Severe Asthma 2009

•

College of Emergency Medicine: Pain in Children 2009

•

Heart Failure Audit

•

Intensive Care National Audit and Research Centre Case Mix Programme Database (ICNARC
CMPD)

•

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP)

•

National Audit of Bowel Cancer (NBOCAP)

•

National Audit of Continence Care 2009-11

•

National Audit of Dementia

•

National Audit of Falls and Bone Health in Older People

•

National Audit of Head and Neck Cancer (DAHNO)

•

National Audit of Lung Cancer (NCLA)

•

National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: National Comparative Audit of Blood Collection

•

National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: Use of Red Cells in Neonates and Children

•

National Diabetes Audit (NDA)

•

National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM): Hernia

•

National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM): Knee replacement

•

National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM): Varicose veins

•

National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM): Hip replacement

•

National Hip Fracture Database (NHFD)

•

National Joint Registry (NJR): Hip and knee replacements

•

National Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction Audit
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•

National Neonatal Audit Programme (NNAP)

•

National Oesophago-Gastric Cancer Audit

•

National Sentinel Audit of Stroke

•

NHS Blood and Transplant: Potential Donor Audit

•

Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN): Severe Trauma

•

Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland National Vascular Database (VSSGBI NVD)

•

National Confidential Enquiry into Head Injury in Children (CMACE)

•

National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD)

•

National Perinatal Mortality Surveillance [Centre for Maternal and Child Enquiries (CMACE),
formerly Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and Child Health (CEMACH)]

The national clinical audits and national confidential enquiries that Medway NHS Foundation Trust
participated in during 2009/10 are as follows:

Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry
Adult Cardiac Interventions Audit (percutaneous coronary
intervention: PCI) (service commenced 27-Apr-09)
British Thoracic Society: Community-Acquired Pneumonia in
Adults

Directorate and Specialty

Adult Medicine - Cardiology

Adult Medicine - Respiratory Medicine

British Thoracic Society: Emergency Oxygen Audit

Adult Medicine - Respiratory Medicine

British Thoracic Society: National Adult Asthma Audit 2009

Adult Medicine - Respiratory Medicine

College of Emergency Medicine: Fractured Neck of Femur 2009

Emergency Medicine

College of Emergency Medicine: Pain in Children 2009

Emergency Medicine

Intensive Care National Audit and Research Centre Case Mix

Anaesthetics, Critical Care and Pain

Programme Database (ICNARC CMPD)

Medicine - Critical Care

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP)

National Audit of Bowel Cancer (NBOCAP)

Adult Medicine - Cardiology /
Emergency Medicine
Cancer Services
Adult Medicine - Older People / Trust-

National Audit of Continence Care 2009-11

wide

National Audit of Dementia

Adult Medicine - Older People

National Audit of Falls and Bone Health in Older People

Adult Medicine - Older People
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Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry
National Audit of Head and Neck Cancer (DAHNO)

National Audit of Lung Cancer (NCLA) (formerly LUCADA)

National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: National
Comparative Audit of Blood Collection

Directorate and Specialty
Cancer Services
Cancer Services / Lung Cancer
Multidisciplinary Team

Blood Transfusion Service / Trust-wide

National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: Use of Red

Multi-directorate: Clinical Support

Cells in Neonates and Children

Services - Blood Transfusion Service /

National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Hernia
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Knee replacement
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Varicose veins
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Hip replacement

Surgery - General Surgery

Surgery - Orthopaedics

Surgery - Vascular

Surgery - Orthopaedics

National Hip Fracture Database (NHFD)

Surgery - Orthopaedics

National Joint Registry (NJR): Hip and knee replacements

Surgery - Orthopaedics

National Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction Audit

Surgery - General Surgery

National Neonatal Audit Programme (NNAP)

Children's Services - Neonatology

National Oesophago-Gastric Cancer Audit

Cancer Services

National Sentinel Audit of Stroke

Adult Medicine - Stroke Services

NHS Blood and Transplant: Potential Donor Audit

Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland National Vascular
Database (VSSGBI NVD)
National Confidential Enquiry into Head Injury in Children
(CMACE)
National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death
(NCEPOD)
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Anaesthesia, Critical Care and Pain
Medicine - Critical Care

Surgery – Vascular

Emergency Medicine

Trust-wide

Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry
National Perinatal Mortality Surveillance [Centre for Maternal and
Child Enquiries (CMACE), formerly Confidential Enquiry into
Maternal and Child Health (CEMACH)]

Directorate and Specialty

Women's Health - Maternity /
Children's Services - Neonatology

Medway Foundation NHS Trust did not participate in the following clinical audits during 2009/10 due
to resource prioritisation:
•

British Thoracic Society: National Adult Non-Invasive Ventilation (NIV) Audit

•

British Thoracic Society: Paediatric Asthma

•

British Thoracic Society: Paediatric Pneumonia

•

College of Emergency Medicine: Moderate and Severe Asthma 2009

•

Heart Failure Audit

•

National Diabetes Audit (NDA)

•

Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN): Severe Trauma

However, during this period the Trust participated in the following additional national audits:

Clinical Audit

Directorate

National Diabetes Inpatient Audit of Acute Trusts

Trust-wide

National Heart Rhythm Management

Adult Medicine – Cardiology
Anaesthesia, Critical Care and Pain

National Management of the Open Abdomen

Medicine – Critical Care / Surgery

National Surgical Site Infection Surveillance

Surgery

The Trust also demonstrated full commitment to the National Think Glucose Campaign by conducting
local audits on hypoglycaemia and subcutaneous insulin prescribing, and carrying out staff and
patient experience surveys.
The national clinical audits and national confidential enquiries that Medway NHS Foundation Trust
participated in, and for which data collection was completed during 2009/10, are listed below
alongside the number of cases submitted to each audit or enquiry as a percentage of the number of
registered cases required by the terms of that audit or enquiry.
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Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry

Cases submitted in 2009/10

Adult Cardiac Interventions Audit (percutaneous coronary
intervention: PCI) (service commenced 27-Apr-09)
British Thoracic Society: Emergency Oxygen Audit
British Thoracic Society: National Adult Asthma Audit 2009

100%

100%
83%

College of Emergency Medicine: Fractured Neck of Femur 2009

100%

College of Emergency Medicine: Pain in Children 2009

100%

Intensive Care National Audit and Research Centre Case Mix
Programme Database (ICNARC CMPD)
Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP)

100%

100%
100% urinary incontinence;

National Audit of Continence Care 2009-11

0% faecal incontinence

National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: National
100%

Comparative Audit of Blood Collection
National Comparative Audit of Blood Transfusion: Use of Red
Cells in Neonates and Children
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Hernia (target: 80% completion)
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Knee replacement (target: 80% completion)
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Varicose veins (target: 80% completion)
National Elective Surgery Patient Reported Outcomes (PROM):
Hip replacement (target: 80% completion)
National Hip Fracture Database (NHFD)

100%

81%

87%

73%

84%

100%

National Joint Registry (NJR): hip and knee replacements

National Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction Audit

Hip replacements 79%
Knee replacements 78%
Data not available
Full details unavailable; 92%

National Neonatal Audit Programme (NNAP)

for temperature on admission
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Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry

Cases submitted in 2009/10

NHS Blood and Transplant: Potential Donor Audit
Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland National Vascular
Database (VSSGBI NVD)

81%

Data not available

National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death
Data not available

(NCEPOD)

National Perinatal Mortality Surveillance [Centre for Maternal and
Child Enquiries (CMACE), formerly Confidential Enquiry into
Maternal and Child Health (CEMACH)]

Data not available
(Jan to Dec 2008: 89%)

The report of one national clinical audit was reviewed by the provider in 2009/10 and Medway NHS
Foundation Trust intends to take the following actions to improve the quality of healthcare provided:

Clinical Audit / National Confidential Enquiry
reviewed by the Trust Board in 2009/10
Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP)

Actions

Reported monthly to the Trust Board;
all targets met; 2009/10 reports show
sustained improvement. To continue
monthly review.

The reports of two local clinical audits were reviewed by the provider in 2009/10 and Medway NHS
Foundation Trust intends to take the following actions to improve the quality of healthcare provided:
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Local Clinical Audit reviewed by the

Actions

Trust Board in 2009/10

Consent for elective surgical procedures

Actions (completed December 2009):
1. Letter sent to all consultants to ensure that all
patients are advised of alternatives to their
proposed treatment
2. Where these exist, procedure information
sheets given out at outpatient clinics
3. Pre-assessment forms reviewed to ensure
adequate documentation of consent process
provided
4. Training on consent for all directorates
delivered by head of legal services

Patient-centred risk assessment for VTE (venous

Actions (ongoing)

thromboembolism) on adult medical and surgical
1. Continued staff training and education of the

inpatients

use of the risk assessment protocol
2. Ongoing staff training on the correct
application of mechanical prophylaxis
3. Re-auditing of effective implementation of
VTE risk assessment protocol and
addressing problems arising

Clinical audit is an essential aspect of the Trust’s strategy to improve patient care. The Trust Clinical
Audit Strategy was devised to set the direction of clinical audit within the Trust. There is an Audit
Leads Committee which reports directly into the Integrated Audit Committee, which is one of the main
sub-committees of the Board. The Trust recognises that engagement with clinical audit is a key strand
within its governance arrangements which needs to be further developed by improving the systems to
monitor outcomes of audit and reporting to the Board. Improving these systems will enable the Trust
to determine further the quality of services and outcomes for patients.

Research
The number of patients receiving NHS services provided by Medway NHS Foundation Trust in
2009/10 that were recruited during that period to participate in research approved by a research
ethics committee was 33.
The Trust’s research and development manager was appointed in August 2009. The salary paid is:
60% by the Trust and 40% by the Comprehensive Local Research Network (CLRN). Since the
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appointment the amount of research activity within the Trust has increased considerably. Investment
has been made in a research and development office and six working stations set up for the research
nurses (mostly employed by the CLRN). The costs were covered by the CLRN.
Since August 2009 there has been 16 research projects opened in total of which 12 were ‘portfolio’
projects i.e. CLRN supported projects (1 of these was/is a commercial trial). There are 33 projects
currently in ‘set-up’. Out of these 19 are CLRN supported projects (six commercial) and 13 are nonCLRN (one commercial).
There were 18 amendments approved by the Trust i.e. where the protocol was amended in the
course of running a project (these have to be approved by pharmacy, pathology, investigator, costs
amended and so on prior to approval by the Trust).
The table below shows Medway NHS Foundation participation in relation to Kent and Medway.
Medway is increasing its level of participation in clinical research and is committed to improving the
quality of care we offer and to making our contribution to wider health improvement.

Trust Name

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

Dartford and Gravesham NHS Trust

51

154

1648

East Kent Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

280

323

730

Eastern And Coastal Kent PCT

99

212

278

Kent And Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust

75

178

119

Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust

360

704

1780

Medway NHS Foundation Trust

53

81

310

Medway PCT

1

46

27

West Kent PCT

48

558

1954

Our goals with our commissioners
A proportion of Medway NHS Foundation Trust’s income in 2009/10 was conditional on achieving
quality improvement and innovation goals agreed between Medway NHS Foundation Trust and its
commissioners, through the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation Payment Framework. The total
amount of income in 2009/10, which was conditional upon achieving these quality improvement and
innovation goals, was £886,339. The commissioners have indicated that they expect to pay at least
£508,000, but the precise sum is to be confirmed once all relevant quality data has been reviewed by
the commissioners. Further details of the agreed goals for 2009/10 and for the following 12 month
period are available on request from the director of nursing and strategic planning
(jacqueline.mckenna@medway.nhs.uk)
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Our response to our regulators
Care Quality Commission (CQC)
Medway NHS Foundation Trusts was required to register with the Care Commission by 31 March
2010 and its current registration status is, as of 1 April 2010, Registered. Medway NHS Foundation
Trust had the following conditions on registration:
Regulations 9 and 10
The registered provider must ensure that clinical governance and audit systems, to assess and
monitor the quality of services provided, are in place across all services by 30 June 2010. The Trust is
confident that this will be achieved by the date set by the CQC.
The registered provider must have an effective system for reporting, investigating and disseminating
learning from incidents in place before 1 July 2010. The Trust is confident that this will be achieved by
the date set by the CQC.
Regulation 18
The registered provider must have a system for assessing the capacity of patients to consent to
treatment, and have trained staff to use this effectively by 1 June 2010. The Trust has ensured that a
system is now in place and that staff have been trained to use this system effectively; therefore the
Trust applied to have this condition lifted on 1 June 2010.
Regulation 11
The registered provider must ensure that staff who have contact with children or vulnerable adults in
the course of their duties have received training in adult safeguarding and child protection before 1
May 2010. The Trust has ensured that that all staff who have contact with children or vulnerable
adults in the course of their duties have received training in adult safeguarding and child protection
and subsequently made an application to the CQC on 30 April 2010 to have this condition lifted.
The Care Quality Commission has not taken any enforcement action against Medway NHS
Foundation Trust during 2009/10.
Medway NHS Foundation Trust was subject to periodic review by the Care Quality Commission and
the last review was 2 July 2009. The CQC’s assessment of Medway NHS Foundation Trust following
that review was that Medway NHS Foundation Trust was not fully compliant with all the core
Standards for Better Health. The CQC found that in relation to core standards C2 and C20a the
evidence for assurance was not adequate.
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Medway NHS Foundation Trust intends to take the following action to address the points made in the
CQC’s assessments:
•

ensure that there is a job description produced for the named doctor for safeguarding children

•

increase the uptake of safeguarding chilldren training for relevant staff

•

ensure that Equality Impact Assessment are routinely carried out and acted upon

•

ensure that staff working in the Accident & Emergency department are familiar with local
procedures for making enquiries to find out whether a child is subject to a child protection plan
and are able to act on the outcome of those enquiries

•

ensure that there is a Board level director accountable for fire safety

•

ensure that the Trust reports relevant incidents to the Health and Safety Executive

•

ensure that a nominated executive director is in place to lead on security management issues
and that a non-executive director is designated to support and where appropriate challenge
the executive director

•

demonstrate that it takes action and makes adjustment against the findings of risk
assessments in a timely fashion taking full account of the circumstances of disabled patients,
staff and visitors

Medway NHS Foundation Trust had made the following progress by 31 March 2010 in taking such
action. A named doctor had been in place although there was no job description at the time of
assessment. A job description has now been produced and there are two named doctors.
The Trust invested in increasing the numbers of training staff within the child safeguarding teams
meaning that more training is now available and take up of training is more effectively recorded.
The Trust’s diversity lead has worked closely with the children and women’s directorates and
developed action plans to ensure that Equality Impact Assessments are routinely carried out and
acted upon. A Safeguarding Strategy Group was established. A key element of that Group was to
ensure that a full review of all of the core standards took place to ensure evidence of compliance and
ongoing monitoring of the safeguarding standards.
Accountability for fire safety is now explicit in the director of operation’s job description and the Trust
was able to produce this evidence for the period assessed. A nominated executive director had been
in place for security and this is now explicit in the job description. A new non executive director has
been designated with responsibility to promote security management work at board level. An action
plan is in place and is being led by the director of operations with regard to Disability Risk
Assessments.
The Care Quality Commission’s Annual Health Check 2008/09 gave the Trust an overall rating of ‘fair’
for the quality of services, the same as the previous year and ‘excellent’ for the quality of financial
management, an improvement on the previous rating of ‘good’.
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Data quality
Medway NHS Foundation Trust submitted records during 2009/10 to the Secondary Users Service for
inclusion in the Hospital Episode Statistics which are included in the latest published data. The
percentage of records in the published data, which included the patient’s valid NHS Number was
98.4% for admitted patient care, 98.8% for out patient care and 94.6% for accident and emergency
care.
The percentage of records in the published data, which included the patients’ valid General Medical
Practice Code was: 99.8% for admitted patient care; 99.8% for out patient care; and 99.6% for
accident and emergency care.
Medway NHS Foundation Trust’s score for 2009/10 for Information Quality and Records Management
assessed using the information governance toolkit was 66.7%.
Medway NHS Foundation Trust was subject to the Payment by Results clinical coding audit during the
reporting period by the Audit Commission and the error rates reported in the latest published audit for
that period, for four specialities, for diagnoses and treatment coding (clinical coding) were:Specialty

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

Diagnosis

Diagnosis

Procedure

Procedure

Paediatrics

14%

13.68%

20%

0%

Haematology

2%

21.31%

9.78%

37.1%

Gynaecology

14.29%

12.59%

35.71%

19.35%

Urology

0%

16.07%

-

-

Coding errors by speciality
NB: It should be noted that these results are coding errors and not errors in diagnosis. These should
not be extrapolated further than the actual sample audited.
Overall error rates are as follows:
•

Primary Diagnoses Incorrect 7.57%

•

Secondary Diagnoses Incorrect 13.66%

•

Primary Procedures Incorrect 21.83%

•

Secondary Procedures Incorrect 19.09%
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Part 3

Review of quality performance – 2009/10

The Trust, with input from governors, identified the priorities for quality measures for 2009/10. These
were based on a combination of national targets and regulatory requirements, local targets based on
the needs of the local population and specific targets known to improve patient safety derived as part
of the Leading Improvements on Patient Safety Programme. The Trust chose to measure its
performance against the following selected metrics for 2009/10.

Metric for patient

Description

Rationale

Progress to March 2010

MRSA and C-

National and

The Trust continued to make excellent

difficile rates

Trust priority

progress in reducing the rates of MRSA and

per 1,000 bed

and measured

C. difficile and is recognised as the best

days

by the Care

performing Trust in the South East Coast

Quality

region in relation to this. However, we are

Commission

not complacent and infection prevention

safety

Hospital
acquired
infection

and control remains a key focus for the
Trust.
The overarching MRSA acquisition rate per
1,000 days April 2009 – March 2010 was
0.05.
For each bacteraemia, a full root cause
analysis was undertaken and detailed
action plans have been developed and
implemented. These have subsequently
been challenged at meetings between the
directorate management teams and the
chief executive, director of nursing and
strategic planning, medical director and the
director of infection prevention and control.
In relation to C.difficile, there has been a
continuing downward (improved) trend. The
overarching rate per 1,000 bed days from
April 2009 – March 2010 was 0.24
As with MRSA, a full root cause analysis
was undertaken for each acquisition, and
detailed action plans have been developed
and implemented.
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Trust priority

Falls in
hospital

Monitoring of falls frequency and severity

Number and

are reported via the IR1 reporting system

rate of falls per

and through the Nursing and Midwifery

1,000 bed days

Accountability System. A full root cause
analysis takes place on all falls resulting in
fracture/ head injury. The falls rate to date
is 5.33 per 1,000 bed days
A random selection of patient stays

Measures
of risks of
safety
failures

Formal process

Areas of harm

between September 2008 and November

that identifies

which, if

2009 were assessed using the Global

events that

corrected

Trigger Tool for evidence of events leading

may lead to

reduces the

to avoidable harm. The median number of

preventable

risk of future

events was 1.09 per 1,000 bed days with a

patient harm

events

downward trend from December 2008.

occurring

Analysis of adverse events occurring in patients using the Global Trigger Tool
A random selection of patient stays between September 2008 and November 2009 were assessed
using the Global Trigger Tool for evidence of events leading to avoidable harm. The median number
of events was 1.09 per 1,000 bed days with a downward trend from December 2008.

Adverse Events per 1000 Bed Days
2.20
2.00
1.80

AE/Bed Days

1.60
1.40
1.20

Median

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
Sep- Oct- Nov- Dec- Jan- Feb- Mar- Apr- May- Jun08
08
08
08
09
09
09
09
09
09

Jul09

Aug- Sep- Oct- Nov09
09
09
09

The level of harm sustained during this period was reviewed and the majority of these events resulted
in temporary harm.
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Grade of Harm
40
35
30
25
N
20
15
10
5
0
Temporary harm Temporary harm Contributed to
requiring initial
or resulted in
requiring
or prolonged
permanent harm
intervention
hospitalisation

Required
intervention to
sustain life

Contributed to
patient's death

N = Number of incidents

Medway NHS Foundation Trust has introduced a project to prevent patient deterioration to decrease
both the amount and severity of adverse events that occur.

Metrics for clinical effectiveness

Metric

Hospital
mortality rates

Description

Rationale

Progress to March 2010

Standardised

Indicates the

The overarching Hospital Standardised

mortality rate

overall and

Mortality Rate for the period April 2009 –

specific

January 2010 is 87.2.

Specific rates

outcome of care

for Myocardial

at the Trust

Myocardial Infarction – 95.8

Infarction (Heart

Cerebral Vascular Accident – 95.9

attack), Cerebral

Cancer – 119.2

Vascular
Accident
(Stroke) and
cancer

Readmission
rates

Post operative
complications

24 hour and 28

Indicates the

day readmission

quality of care

rates as a % of

provided and

24 hour re-admission rates was 1.09%

discharged

effectiveness of

(national rate = 0.85%) and 7.8% for 28

patients overall

discharge

days (nationally = 6.9%)

and by specialty

planning

Overall

Provides a

For the period ending April 2009 –

complications

measure of the

February 2010, the post-operative

following

quality of

complication rates have been identified

surgery

surgery

as

undertaken

For the period April – February 2010

•

Attributed to the initial surgical
procedure = 0.8%
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•

Treated as a consequence of =
1.7%.

These are comparable with the national
average.
Metric for patient

Description

Rationale

Progress to March 2010

Proportion of

Local

Overall, 89% of patients who received

patients who

satisfaction

care at the hospital during the period

would

surveys give

April 2009 – March 2010 were satisfied

recommend the

more robust

with the level of care that they received

Trust to a

feedback than

and 93.25% of patients reported that

patient or friend

satisfaction with

they felt that they had been treated with

an aspect of the

dignity and respect.

experience
Patient
recommendation

service
Proportion of
patients sharing
mixed ward
accommodation

“Did you ever

Key measure of

This has been measured in the local

share a sleeping

patient

patient survey and for the period April –

area or

experience and

June and July to September - 64% of

bathroom with

Trust priority

patients responded ‘no never’. A detailed

patients of the

same sex accommodation action plan

opposite sex?”

was developed and implemented across

(% of patients

all adult in-patient wards. For the period

who responded

October to December this had increased

“No, never)

to 84% and 85% in the period January –
March 2010.

Number of
planned
surgical
procedures
cancelled or
postponed

Proportion of

Provides a

Planned surgical procedures cancelled

elective surgery

measure of

from April – November 2009 had been

cancelled

patient

on average 11 per month (0.65%) and is

experience

consistent with that reported in previous
years. Due to the inclement weather in
December and the high number of
patients admitted with fractures, the
cancellation of surgical procedures for
December rose to 70 in-month (4.76%)
which subsequently meant the rate for
the year to date rose from 0.65% to
1.10%, making this a red score.

The tables below provide an overview of other areas of quality of performance of Medway NHS
Foundation Trust during 2009/10. Each indicator has a ‘RAG’ (Red, Amber, Green) status shown.
Green shows that the Trust met the indicator in full and red shows where the Trust failed to achieve
the target. Amber demonstrates that performance was within the agreed threshold.
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Cancer waiting times
Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

All cancers: urgent GP referrals seen within two weeks

>=93%

96%

G

>=96%

99%

G

>=94%

95%

G

>=98%

100%

G

All cancers: two month referral to treatment - standard

>=85%

95%

G

All cancers: two month referral to treatment - screening

>=90%

100%

G

TBC

100%

G

Target

Score

RAG

Cancelled on day of surgery

<1%

1.10%

R

% cancellations not re-admitted within 28 days

<5%

0%

G

Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

Delayed transfers of care

<3.5%

2.2%

G

Target

Score

RAG

0

0

G

Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

Outpatients waiting >13 weeks (GP referrals only)

<0.03%

0.006%

G

Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

Thrombolysis - 60 minute call to needle time

>68%

89.7%

G

Target

Score

RAG

98%

98.93%

G

All cancers: one month diagnosis to first definitive
treatment
All cancers: one month decision to treat to start of
treatment for subsequent treatment - surgery
All cancers: one month decision to treat to start of
treatment for subsequent treatment - anti cancer drug

All cancers: two month referral to treatment - consultant
upgrade

Cancelled operations
Performance Indicator

Delayed transfers of care

Number of inpatients waiting longer than the
standard
Performance Indicator
Inpatients waiting >6 months (at each month end)

Number of outpatients waiting longer than the
standard

Thrombolysis - 60 minute call to needle time

Total time in A&E: four hours or less
Performance Indicator
Total time in A&E four hours or less
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Waiting times for RACPCs
Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

Waiting time for RACPCs

100%

100%

G

Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

Access to GUM clinics

>98%

99.9%

G

Target

Score

RAG

90%

96.3%

G

Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

MRSA bacteraemia

<=12

10

G

Target

Score

RAG

<=92

45

G

Access to GUM clinics

Data quality on ethnic group
Performance Indicator
Data quality on ethnic group

MRSA Bacteraemia

Clostridium Difficile
Performance Indicator
Clostridium Difficile

18-Week Referral to Treatment
Performance Indicator

Target

Score

RAG

18-Week Wait: Admitted patients

>=90%

95.1%

G

18-Week Wait: Non-Admitted patients

>=95%

98.2%

G

18-Week Wait: Direct Access Audiology

>=95%

100%

G

Consultation and engagement
The Trust works with three Overview and Scrutiny Committees and has maintained good working
relationships with each of the following: Kent County Council Health Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Medway Council Adult Health and Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
Medway Council Children and Adults Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
In producing this quality account we have invited consultation and comments from our lead
commissioning PCT, Medway Council Adult Health and Social Care Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Medway LINk, all senior nurses and consultants who work within the Trust and our
governors.
Medway Council Adult Health and Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee has taken the
position that they will not be commenting on the quality accounts of any providers this year.
The comment received from NHS Medway is as follows:
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‘NHS Medway had only a limited time to review and comment on the Quality Accounts. That
withstanding, we can confirm that we have no reason to believe that the Quality Accounts are not an
accurate representation of the activities of the Trust during the year 2009/10.
Specific examples include Medway NHS Foundation Trust's self certification for the elimination of
same sex accommodation and a significant amount of work undertaken by the Trust to pursue this
goal. The Trust has also fully engaged with the "Enhancing Quality" Programme.
Medway NHS Foundation Trust’s data quality in relation to NHS Number and General Medical
Practice Code is rated in accordance with the figures in the Quality Accounts. The Trust consistently
achieves levels of data completeness in this area in excess of the national average.
The Trust's validated compliance level across all criteria of the Information Governance Toolkit is
75%.’
Closing comments from our chairman
Providing high quality patient care and ensuring we provide the services that our local communities
need are at the core of everything we do here at Medway. As we enter our third year as a Foundation
Trust, working with our governors, we will look to find new ways of engaging with our patients and
local communities to find out how we can become more responsive to their needs. Demands and
expectations of NHS services are forever growing and we are continuously exploring new and
innovative ways of working to ensure we provide high quality, safe care, at a time and place that is
convenient for our patients. We are committed to meeting the expectations of our patients and with a
strong Trust Board, effective clinical leadership and the enthusiastic support of our governors,
members, staff and volunteers I know the Trust will continue to improve and achieve its ambitions.

Vernon Hull
Chairman
1 June 2010

Code of governance compliance
The Trust’s Board of Directors supports and agrees with the principles set out in the NHS Foundation
Trust Code of Governance, published by Monitor in 2006.
The way in which the Board applies the principles and provisions is described within the various
sections of the report and the directors consider that, for the 2009/2010 year, the Trust has been
compliant with the code with the exception of the following:
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D.2 – Performance evaluation
The Trust Board has not carried out a formal and rigorous annual evaluation of its performance in the
last financial year; this is being addressed. An away day was arranged in May 2010 which focused
on performance evaluation and ensuring that systems and processes are put in place to address this
in the future.
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Statement on internal control
1.

Scope of responsibility

1.1

As accounting officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the NHS Foundation Trust’s policies, aims and objectives, whilst
safeguarding the public funds and departmental assets for which I am personally responsible, in
accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me. I am also responsible for ensuring that the
NHS Foundation Trust is administered prudently and economically and that resources are
applied efficiently and effectively. I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.

2.

The purpose of the system of internal control

2.1

The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based
on an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the
policies, aims and objectives of Medway NHS Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of
those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised and to manage them
efficiently, effectively and economically. The system of internal control has not been fully in place
in Medway NHS Foundation Trust for the whole year but was in place by 31 March 2010 and up
to the date of approval of the annual report and accounts.

3.

Capacity to handle risk

3.1

Responsibility for leading the management of risk throughout the Trust has been delegated for
the year 2009/2010 to the director of finance (for financial risk) to the medical director (for clinical
risks) and the company secretary (for corporate risks) at Board level.

3.2

During this financial year, the leadership for the risk management process has changed;
however it continues to be embedded through a governance framework. The Trust’s Quality
and Safety Committee (QSC), previously the Governance and Risk Committee receives the
corporate risk register from the head of quality and risk at every meeting. The QSC is supported
by the executive team, who receive and challenge the risk register before it is presented to the
QSC.

3.3

The Integrated Audit Committee oversees the performance of the risk management system via
internal and external audit who report to this Committee. Key risks are highlighted to, and
reviewed by, the Trust Board both as part of its regular monitoring of performance and in the
context of specific issues that arise.
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3.4

There is a corporate risk management strategy in place which was revised during the year and
endorsed by the Board in October 2009. This strategy will be regularly reviewed by the Quality
and Safety Committee.

3.4.1

The risk management strategy covers all aspects of the Trust’s business including
operational, clinical, reputational and environmental risks. Policies and procedures in relation
to risk management are reviewed and approved by the Trust Board via the Quality and Safety
Committee.

3.5

The Trust has an established process for the reporting and investigation of all serious untoward
incidents, adverse occurrences and near misses. It actively encourages its staff to report any
concerns which identify risks. The Quality and Safety Committee receives a comprehensive
update on all serious untoward incidents at every meeting and reports to the Board on a bimonthly basis. The Board also receives, additionally, a quarterly report on serious untoward
incidents.

3.6

The Trust has comprehensive arrangements in place with stakeholders and partnership
organisations. These cover both operational and strategic issues such as service planning and
commissioning, performance management, research, education and clinical governance.

4.

The risk and control framework

4.1

The Trust’s comprehensive risk management strategy, which was approved by the Board in
October 2009, is available to all staff on the Trust’s intranet site. The strategy describes the
Trust’s overall risk management strategy, corporate and directorate responsibilities for risk, the
risk management process and the Trust’s risk identification, evaluation and control system. The
latter includes the risk matrix used to evaluate risks in the Trust’s risk registers.

4.2

The Trust continues to populate a Corporate Risk Register, and all the ‘red rated’, highest
scoring risks are discussed at the Quality and Safety Committee who report bi-monthly to the
Board and all financial risks are reviewed in more detail at the Performance and Investment
Committee. If a high risk is identified outside this cycle of meetings and is not on the risk
register, the Board will be made aware of this at its next meeting by the executive. Risks are
rated according to their severity using a risk rating matrix based on a combination of the
probability score of risk occurrence and the impact score, by use of a formula that provides an
overall score for each risk, which can then be colour coded to reflect the corporate risks to the
organisation.

4.3

Risks are identified from a number of sources including directorate risk meetings, performance
reports, serious untoward incidents, claims/litigation, reports from external organisations, internal
management reviews and complaints.
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4.4

During the past year, the Integrated Audit Committee has formally reviewed and updated the
Board Assurance Framework on a regular basis as it considered that it did not fully meet the
requirements of the Trust. During this year it made recommendations for improving the
framework and has worked closely with the head of quality and risk and internal audit to improve
its structure; this now reflects the strategy and key corporate objectives. It identifies the principal
risks to the achievement of the objectives, the key controls in place to manage these risks and
sources of internal and external assurances about the effectiveness of these controls, the cost of
implementing these controls, the responsible director and asks whether the item appears on the
Corporate Risk Register. The assurance framework also details any gaps in control and
assurance and identifies the actions being taken to address them.

4.5

The framework continues to be subject to internal audit scrutiny and internal audit has been fully
consulted on the revisions made to the framework. Due to the changes made during the year,
only limited assurance was given that there is a generally sound system of internal control,
designed to meet the Trust’s objectives, and that controls are generally being applied
consistently.

4.6

The Trust maintained Level 1 compliance with NHS Litigation Authority Risk Management
Standards for Acute Trusts which now covers the Risk Pooling Scheme for Trusts (RPST) at its
reassessment this year with a much higher score than previously. Level 1 maternity Clinical
Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST) was successfully maintained and the Trust is aiming to
achieve Level 2 by 30 September 2011.

4.7

The Trust recognises the importance of having robust systems in place to safeguard personal
and other sensitive information. We employ an information governance manager who is
responsible for completing and submitting the information governance toolkit. In 2008/09 the
Trust significantly improved its performance on the previous year (overall score of 74 percent,
2008/09 62 percent). This year, the Trust has achieved 75 percent. The company secretary
has been identified as the senior information risk owner (SIRO) to fulfil the requirements to have
an executive director responsible for managing information governance and associated risks at
Board level. During the year, work has been carried out to ensure all Trust laptops are
encrypted and a supply of encrypted USB devices has been purchased.

4.8

The Trust established an information governance steering group which oversees and monitors
this area; information governance risks are included in the corporate risk register and reported to
the Board and sub-committees as required. Minutes of the information governance steering
group are provided on a regular basis to the Integrated Audit Committee.

5.

Disclosure on core standards

5.1

The Care Quality Commission (CQC) came into force in April 2009. It brought together the
Healthcare Commission, the Commission for Social Care Inspection and the Mental Health Act
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Commission. All trusts were required to be registered and demonstration of compliance with the
Hygiene Code was required as part of the application to be registered by the CQC.
5.2

In March 2009 the Trust applied for registration with the Care Quality Commission, self-declaring
itself against nine criteria. The Trust declared that it only partially met Criteria 2 - ‘The trust
provides and maintains a clean and appropriate environment that facilitates the prevention and
control of healthcare acquired infections (HCAI)’. The CQC registered the Trust with that one
condition, following the Trust self declaration for registration. The Trust had a plan in place to
have separate hostesses for food service across the inpatient areas, and this was completed by
the end of April. In April 2009 the staff were trained and in post to enable the Trust to be
compliant and the condition was removed in May.

5.3

This current year, 2009/10 has been a transitional year between the previous system of the
Annual Health Check and the new system of CQC registration and periodic review. In previous
years, the Trust was asked to declare compliance against these standards at the end of the
financial year; however, in this transitional year that has changed and all trusts were asked to
make mid-year declarations (1 April – 31 October) by 7 December 2009.

5.4

5.4 Following the CQC’s inspection in July 2009 of the evidence in support of the Trust’s Annual
Health Check declaration for 2008/09, the Trust was ‘qualified’ in respect of its declaration of
compliance with Standards C2 – Safeguarding Children and C20a – Safe and Secure
environment and the Trust subsequently reflected this in its mid year declaration for 2009/10.

5.5

In the mid year declaration 2009/10 (April 2009 – October 2009) the Trust Board concluded that
it was not fully compliant with four of the core standards (C2, C13b, C20a and C4b). The detail
on these are shown below:

Standard C2 – Safeguarding children – insufficient assurance
Limited evidence to demonstrate that there had been a named doctor in place for the
whole year and no information on roles and responsibilities
A named doctor had been in place although no job description was available at time of
assessment. A job description has now been produced and there are two named doctors.
Limitation on availability and provision of child protection training at all levels for all
staff groups
Recent increases in child safeguarding teams mean that more training is now available and
take up of training is more effectively recorded.
No provision of evidence of any equality impact assessment or ensuring that racial
heritage, language, religion, faith, gender and disability are taken into account when
working with children and their families
The diversity lead has worked closely with the children and women’s directorates and
developed action plans to ensure that equality impact assessments are routinely carried out
and acted upon.
Insufficient evidence that the Trust participated and co-operated with child death
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review process to ensure compliance for the whole year
Safeguarding strategy group was established. A key objective of that group is to ensure that
a full review of standards took place to ensure evidence of compliance and ongoing
monitoring of the safeguarding standards.
Standard C4b – Safe use of medical devices – insufficient assurance
Advisory group not in place for the whole period and record keeping in respect of
some areas could not demonstrate training had occurred
Medical devices and equipment management group was re-established, a work plan was
developed and an audit of training records has taken place which demonstrated good
compliance. The Trust has now declared compliance.
Standard C13b – Consent – insufficient assurance
Trust was not satisfied that enough progress had been made against up take of
training of appropriate staff
Training action plan is in place and Trust declared compliance in Q3 declaration to Monitor.
Standard 20a – Safe, secure environment – not met
Insufficient evidence of assurance that there was a board level director accountable for
fire safety for a whole year
Accountability for fire safety is now explicit in the director of operation’s job description.
No evidence to support that the Trust reports relevant incidents to the Health and
Safety Executive
The Trust was able to produce this evidence for the period assessed.
Insufficient evidence that a nominated executive director was in place to lead on
security management issues for the whole year or that a non executive director was
designated to support and where appropriate challenge the executive director
A nominated executive director had been in place for a whole year and this in now explicit in
the job description. A new non executive director has been designated with responsibility to
promote security management work at board level.
Trust was unable to demonstrate that it takes action and makes adjustment against the
findings of risk assessments in a timely fashion taking full account of the
circumstances of disabled patients, staff and visitors
An action plan is in place and is being led by the director of operations.
5.6

With the introduction of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 and the Health and Social Care
(Registration Requirements) Regulations 2009, Standards for Better Health for the NHS have
been replaced by registration requirements called ‘Essential Standards for Quality and Safety’
during the financial year and are based on outcomes. The Trust was required to submit its
application for registration as a provider by the end of January 2010 declaring whether or not it
met these new standards.

5.7

The issues and concerns associated with these remaining ‘old’ core standards (C2 –
safeguarding children and C20a – safe, secure environment) were reflected in the Trust’s
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application for registration by the Care Quality Commission (outcome 7 - safeguarding people
who use services from abuse and outcome 10 – safety and suitability of premises).
5.8

The CQC considered the Trust’s application and has applied four conditions to our CQC
registration. These are: Regulation 18 – consent to care and treatment; Regulation 11 safeguarding people who use services from abuse; Regulations 9 and 10 – assessing and
monitoring the quality of service provision (two conditions). The Trust now has robust action
plans in place to meet these conditions and at the time of writing has applied for two of the four
conditions to be lifted.

6.

Equality, diversity and human rights

6.1

Control measures are in place to ensure that all the organisation's obligations under equality,
diversity and human rights legislation are complied with. These include:
• implementation of equality impact assessment (EQA) in patient services
• production of Workforce Diversity Report 2009
• community engagement event – ‘What the Dickens?’ Medway NHS Foundation Trust’s Great
Expectations for Diversity’
• delivery of the Garnett Foundation equality and diversity training to over 200 members of staff
and development of online training as well as equality and diversity included as part of staff
induction
• introduction of equality data measures to the new patient experience administration system
• integration of equality and diversity into the Front Line Leaders’ training programme
• development of Trust equality data monitoring group – to support equality monitoring across
patient services
• development and approval of Trust human rights, equality and diversity strategy

6.2

The Trust is aware of its legal obligations; however the Trust has identified some areas where
gaps exist and is working to address. None of these gaps are seen as significant control issues.
The gaps are:
• robust EQA of patient services
• enhancement of equality data collection systems within the Trust
• review the Single Equality Scheme for robust actions to meet public equality duties
• targeted support for promotion and development of minority staff

7.

NHS pension scheme regulations

7.1

As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS pension scheme, control measures
are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the scheme regulations are
complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary, employer’s contributions and
payments into the scheme are in accordance with the scheme rules, and that member pension
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scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the
regulations.

8.

Climate change declaration

8.1

The Trust has undertaken risk assessments and carbon reduction delivery plans are in place in
accordance with emergency preparedness and civil contingency requirements as based on
UKCIP 2009 weather projects to ensure that this organisation’s obligations under the Climate
Change Act and the adaptation reporting requirements are complied with.

8.2

The Trust has established an energy and environmental team of three specialists who are
responsible for maintaining the Trust’s momentum in reducing carbon emissions as well as
managing the energy and water supplies across the site. They are also charged with identifying
and implementing environmental improvement which lead to financial and carbon savings.

8.3

As part of this programme, Medway NHS Foundation Trust is installing a combined heat and
power (CHP) unit at the hospital. The unit will generate 1,166kw of electricity using a natural
gas powered reciprocating engine. The electricity produced by the CHP unit will reduce the
quantity of electricity imported onto the site from the national grid and the heat generated by the
engine will be used to replace heat currently generated by 56 modular gas fired boilers.

8.4

The overall efficiency of the CHP unit will be significantly higher than the present arrangement
and as a result will reduce the global carbon emissions of the hospital by approximately 1,500
tonnes of CO2 per annum. The CHP unit, which was delivered on site in February 2010, is
expected to commence generating in May 2010 and will permit the Trust to significantly exceed
its current NHS mandatory efficiency target of a 15% improvement during the period 2000/10.

9.

Review of economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the use of resources

9.1

The objectives of maximising efficiency, effectiveness and economy within the Trust continues to
be achieved by employing internally a range of accountability and control mechanisms whilst
also obtaining independent external assurances.

9.2

One of the principal aims of the whole system of internal control and governance is to ensure
that the Trust optimises the use of all resources. In this respect the main operational elements of
the system are the Board assurance framework, the Integrated Audit Committee, the
Performance and Investment Committee, the comprehensive system of budgetary control and
reporting and the assurance work of the both internal and external audit functions.

9.3

The Integrated Audit Committee is chaired by a non-executive director and the committee
reports directly to the Board. Independent assurance is provided by internal and external audit,
and counter fraud specialists who support and provide regular reports to the Integrated Audit
Committee as well as other external reports and investigations undertaken during the year. The
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Integrated Audit Committee also sets aside time with the internal and external auditors and the
counter fraud specialist in private so that any confidential items can be discussed if necessary.
9.4

A non-executive director also chairs the Performance and Investment Committee which reports
comprehensively to the Board upon resource utilisation, financial performance and risks and
service development initiatives.

10.

Review of effectiveness

10.1 As accounting officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by
the work of the internal auditors and the executive managers within the Trust who have
responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal control framework, and
comments made by the external auditors in their governance letter and other reports. I have
been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system of
internal control by the Board, the Integrated Audit Committee and the Quality and Safety
Committee and a plan to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement in the
system is in place.
10.2 My review is also informed by the following mechanisms
-

review and challenge from non-executive Directors within committees and at the Trust
Board

-

external review bodies, e.g. Care Quality Commission and Audit Commission

-

discussions with Monitor

-

risk summit review

-

the Trust’s self-assessment against the Standards for Better Health

-

CNST accreditation

-

local authority’s overview and scrutiny committees

-

staff and patient surveys (both external and internal)

-

liaison with key stakeholders, including PCTs, Council of Governors, partner trusts and
representatives from patient groups and members

-

complaints and claims reports

-

internal and external audit reports

-

Board Assurance Framework for 2009/10

-

NHS Litigation Authority and CNST assessments

10.3 As outlined in the Trust’s risk management strategy, each directorate has a governance lead
who is responsible for coordinating risk management processes within the directorate including
management of the directorate risk register and maintaining the directorate’s prioritised risk
management plan. The governance lead reports to dashboard meetings which are chaired by an
executive director.
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10.4 The review and maintenance of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is undertaken
as follows:
-

annual review of the risk management strategy by the Trust Board

-

ongoing development and review of the corporate risk register by the Board via the
Quality and Safety Committee

-

ongoing development and review of the Board Assurance Framework by the Board via
the Integrated Audit Committee

-

executive managers have ensured that key risks have been highlighted and monitored
within their directorates and the necessary action taken to address them

-

all managers have the responsibility for developing and implementing the risk
management strategy within the line management of individual directorates

-

the Trust’s internal auditors, South Coast Audit, verify that a system of risk management
internal controls is in place

11.

Conclusion

11.1 The Trust declared non compliance with one core standard (safeguarding children) under the
Standards for Better Health for the 2009/10 declaration (up to October 2009). Three further
areas of insufficient assurance were declared. Three (consent, medical devices and safe,
secure environment) were fully compliant by year end and a robust action plan is in place to
ensure that the Trust achieves compliance as soon as possible.
11.2 As a result of the replacement of Standards for Better Health with Essential Standards for
Quality and Safety and the registration required at the end of March 2010, the Trust has
received notification from the Care Quality Commission that it has four conditions to its CQC
registration. The Trust is taking steps to address these and corrective actions have been taken.
11.3 Data protection incidents have continued to occur and 48 incidents have been reported within
the Trust, including three serious untoward incidents which have been reported to the Strategic
Health Authority. The information is shown in the table on the next page.
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Nature of incident

Action Taken

Unauthorised disclosure

Action reported to Police and Information
Commissioner; however identify of member of
staff remains unknown

Fax containing six patient letters, five with

Error occurred due to a faulty fax machine,

person-identifiable and sensitive information

which has now been replaced.

was sent to an incorrect address
USB stick containing employee information

Investigation is ongoing.

was handed to the Trust by a member of the
public who obtained access via an email
account of agency staff

M Devlin (Chief Executive)
7 June 2010
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Annual accounts 2009/10
STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE
ACCOUNTING OFFICER OF MEDWAY NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
The NHS Act 2006 states that the chief executive is the accounting officer of the NHS foundation
trust. The relevant responsibilities of accounting officer, including their responsibility for the propriety
and regularity of public finances for which they are answerable, and for the keeping of proper
accounts, are set out in the accounting officers' Memorandum issued by the Independent Regulator of
NHS Foundation Trusts (“Monitor”).
Under the NHS Act 2006, Monitor has directed the Medway NHS foundation trust to prepare for each
financial year a statement of accounts in the form and on the basis set out in the Accounts Direction.
The accounts are prepared on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of
affairs of Medway NHS foundation trust and of its income and expenditure, total recognised gains and
losses and cash flows for the financial year.
In preparing the accounts, the Accounting Officer is required to comply with the requirements of the
NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual and in particular to:
• observe the Accounts Direction issued by Monitor, including the relevant accounting and disclosure
requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent basis;
• make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis;
• state whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS foundation trust Annual
Reporting Manual have been followed, and disclose and explain any material departures in the
financial statements; and
• prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis.
The accounting officer is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS foundation trust and to enable
him/her to ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above mentioned Act.
The Accounting officer is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the NHS foundation trust and
hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out in
Monitor's NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.

M Devlin (Chief Executive)
7 June 2010
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Independent Auditors’ report to the Board of Governors of Medway NHS
Foundation Trust
We have audited the financial statements of Medway NHS Foundation Trust for the year ended 31
March 2010 under the National Health Service Act 2006, which comprise the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers’
Equity, the Statement of Cash flows and the related notes. These financial statements have been
prepared under the accounting policies set out therein. We have also audited the information in the
Remuneration Report that is described as having been audited.
This report is made solely to the Board of Governors of Medway NHS Foundation Trust in accordance
with paragraph 24(5) of Schedule 7 of the National Health Service Act 2006. Our work was
undertaken so that we might state to the Board of Governors those matters we are required to state to
them in an auditors’ report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not
accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Foundation Trust as a body, for our audit
work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.
Respective responsibilities of Accounting Officer and auditors
The Accounting Officer’s responsibilities for preparing the annual report and the financial statements
in accordance with directions made by Monitor – the independent regulator of foundation trusts are
set out in the Statement of Accounting Officer’s Responsibilities.
Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory
requirements, the Audit Code for NHS Foundation Trusts and International Standards on Auditing (UK
and Ireland).
We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view in
accordance with the accounting policies directed by Monitor. We report whether the financial
statements and the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
accordance with the National Health Service Act 2006 and the directions made thereunder by
Monitor. We also report to you whether, in our opinion, the information which comprises the
commentary on the financial performance included within the Directors’ Report, included in the Annual
Report, is consistent with the financial statements.
In addition we report to you if, in our opinion, the Foundation Trust has not kept proper accounting
records, if we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit, or
information specified by Monitor regarding directors’ remuneration and other transactions is not
disclosed.
We review whether the Accounting Officer's Statement on Internal Control reflects compliance with
the requirements of Monitor contained in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual. We
report if it does not meet the requirements specified by Monitor or if the statement is misleading or
inconsistent with other information we are aware of from our audit of the financial statements. We are
not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether the Statement on Internal Control covers
all risks and controls. Neither are we required to form an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Foundation Trust’s corporate governance procedures or its risk and control procedures.
We read the other information contained in the Annual Report, and consider whether it is consistent
with the audited financial statements. This other information comprises the Chairman’s foreword,
Chief Executive’s statement, Director’s report, Board of Directors, Board of Governors, Quality
Reporting and Code of governance compliance. We consider the implications for our report if we
become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the financial
statements. Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.
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Basis of audit opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with the National Health Service Act 2006, the Audit Code for
NHS Foundation Trusts and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements and the part of the Remuneration Report to be
audited. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgments made by the
directors in the preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the accounting policies are
appropriate to the Foundation Trust’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we
considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance
that:
•

the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
other irregularity or error; and

•

the financial statements and the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited have been
properly prepared.

In forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the
financial statements and the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited.
The maintenance and integrity of the Medway NHS Foundation Trust web site is the responsibility of
the directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not involve consideration of these matters and,
accordingly, the auditors accept no responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the
financial statements since they were initially presented on the web site.
Opinion
In our opinion:
•

the financial statements give a true and fair view, in accordance with the NHS Foundation
Trust Annual Reporting Manual, of the state of affairs of Medway NHS Foundation Trust as at
31 March 2010 and of its income and expenditure for the year then ended;

•

the financial statements and the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited has been
properly prepared in accordance with the National Health Service Act 2006 and the directions
made thereunder by Monitor; and

•

the information which comprises the commentary on the financial performance included within
the Directors’ Report, included within the Annual Report, is consistent with the financial
statements.

Certificate
We certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts in accordance with the requirements of
Chapter 5 of Part 2 of the National Health Service Act 2006 and the Audit Code for NHS Foundation
Trusts issued by the Independent Regulator.

Date: 8 June 2010
Leigh Lloyd-Thomas
For and on behalf of
PKF (UK) LLP
London, UK
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 March 2010
NOTE

2009/10

2008/09

£000

£000

Revenue
Revenue from patient care activites

3

186,083

168,420

Other operating revenue

4

24,794

24,438

Operating expenses

5

Operating surplus

(206,437)

(184,982)

4,440

7,876

60

381

Finance costs
Finance income

12

Finance expenses - financial liabilities

13

(64)

(52)

Finance expenses - unwinding of discount on provisions

25

(15)

(16)

PDC Dividends payable

(5,334)

(6,468)

Net finance costs

(5,353)

(6,155)

Operating surplus (deficit) prior to impairment
Impairment losses property, plant and equipment

5

Surplus / (deficit) for the year

(913)

1,721

(7,584)

0

(8,497)

1,721

Other comprehensive income / (expenditure)
Revaluation gains and impairment losses property, plant and
equipment
Increase in the donated asset reserve due to receipt of
donated assets
Reduction in the donated asset reserve in respect of
depreciation, impairment, and/or disposal of donated assets
Total comprehensive income and (expenses) for the year

The notes on pages 88 to 115 form part of these accounts.
All operating activities are from continuing operations.
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(17,614)
634
(688)
(26,165)

(15,371)
1,134
(114)
(12,630)

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT
31 March 2010
31 March
2010
£000

31 March
2009
£000

1 April
2008
£000

14.1

145,036
145,036

166,130
166,130

175,273
175,273

15.1
16
19
26

5,046
16,416
57
4,622
26,141

4,218
12,740
55
5,741
22,754

3,913
10,596
100
3,245
17,854

(24,937)
(406)
(160)
(198)
(25,701)

(16,224)
(398)
(141)
(197)
(16,960)

(11,248)
(128)
(130)
(68)
(11,574)

145,476

171,924

181,553

(805)
(884)
(102)
(1,791)

(1,150)
(671)
(253)
(2,074)

(142)
(701)
0
(843)

143,685

169,850

180,710

Taxpayers' equity
Public dividend capital
Revaluation reserve
Donated asset reserve
Income and expenditure reserve

109,104
30,841
1,957
1,783

109,104
49,525
1,903
9,318

107,334
66,236
1,003
6,137

Total taxpayers' equity

143,685

169,850

180,710

NOTE
Non Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Total non current assets
Current Assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Other current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Other liabilities
Total current liabilities

20
22
25
21

Total assets less current liabilities
Non current liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions
Other liabilities
Total non current liabilities

22
25
21

Total assets employed
Financed by:

The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Board on 1 June 2010 and
signed on its behalf by the Chief Executive and Director of Finance.
Signed:

(Chief Executive)

Date: 7 June 2010

Signed:

(Director of Finance)

Date: 7 June 2010
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TAXPAYERS’ EQUITY
Public
Dividend
Capital
£000

Revaluation
Reserve

Income and
Expenditure
Reserve
£000

Total

£000

Donated
Asset
Reserve
£000

109,104

49,525

1,903

9,318

169,850

Deficit for the year

-

-

-

(8,497)

(8,497)

Revaluation losses and impairment losses property, plant and equipment

-

-

-

(17,722)

Increase in the donated asset reserve due to receipt of donated assets

-

634

-

634

Transfer of the excess of current cost depreciation over historical cost
depreciation to the Income and Expenditure Reserve

-

-

962

0

Reduction in the donated asset reserve due to depreciation,
revaluation, and/or disposal of donated assets

-

-

(688)

-

(688)

At 31 March 2010

109,104

30,841

1,849

1,783

143,577

At 1 April 2008

107,334

66,236

1,003

6,137

180,710

Surplus for the year

-

-

-

1,721

1,721

Revaluation losses and impairment losses property, plant and equipment

-

(120)

-

(15,371)

Increase in the donated asset reserve due to receipt of donated assets

-

-

1,134

-

1,134

Reduction in the donated asset reserve due to depreciation,
revaluation, and/or disposal of donated assets

-

-

(114)

-

(114)

Transfer of the excess of current cost depreciation over historical cost
depreciation to the Income and Expenditure Reserve

-

(1,460)

-

1,460

0

2,992

-

-

-

2,992

(1,222)

-

-

-

(1,222)

109,104

49,525

1,903

9,318

169,850

At 1 April 2009

Public Dividend Capital received
Public Dividend Capital repaid
At 31 March 2009
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(17,722)
-

(962)

(15,251)

£000

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 March 2010
2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

4,440

7,876

8,640
0
(688)
(3,229)
(828)
8,713
216
(156)
17,108

8,568
195
(114)
(2,148)
(305)
7,365
(17)
(154)
21,266

60
(12,568)
18
(12,490)

381
(14,499)
92
(14,026)

Cash flows from financing activities
Public dividend capital received
Public dividend capital repaid
Loans received
Capital element of finance lease rental payments
Interest paid
Interest element of finance leases
PDC Dividend paid
Cash flows from other financing activities
Net cash used in financial activities

0
0
21
(357)
0
(64)
(5,781)
444
(5,737)

2,992
(1,222)
0
(186)
0
(52)
(6,468)
192
(4,744)

Increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

(1,119)

2,496

5,741
4,622

3,245
5,741

NOTE
Cash flows from operating activities
Operating surplus from continuing operations
Non-cash income and expense
Depreciation and amortisation
Impairments
Transfer from the donated asset reserve
Increase in Trade and Other Receivables
Increase in Inventories
Increase in Trade and other Payables
Increase / (decrease) in Provisions
Other movements in operating cashflows
Net cash generated from operations
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received
Payments to acquire Property, Plant and Equipment
Receipts from sales of Property, Plant and Equipment
Net cash used in investing activities

Cash and Cash equivalents at 1 April
Cash and Cash equivalents at 31 March

26
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Monitor has directed that the financial statements of NHS foundation trusts shall meet the
accounting requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual which shall be
agreed with HM Treasury. Consequently, the following financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the 2009/10 NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual
2009/10 issued by Monitor. The accounting policies contained in that manual follow
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and HM Treasury's Financial Reporting
Manual to the extent that they are meaningful and appropriate to NHS foundation trusts. The
accounting policies have been applied consistently in dealing with items considered material in
relation to the accounts.

1.1

Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account
for the revaluation of property, plant and equipment at their value to the business by reference
to their current costs and the other financial asset relating EU Emissions Trading Scheme at
market value.

1.2

Income
Income in respect of services provided is recognised when, and to the extent that, performance
occurs and is measured at the fair value of the consideration receivable. The main source of
income for the trust is from commissioners in respect of healthcare services provided under
local agreements (NHS Contracts). Income is recognised in the period in which services are
provided. For patients whose treatment straddles the year end income is apportioned across
the financial years on the basis of length of stay, insofar as it is accordance with the terms of
the contract. Where income is received for a specific activity which is to be delivered in the
following financial year, that income is deferred.
The basis for the calculation of the partially completed spells provision was those patients who
were occupying a Trust bed on 31st March 2010 but were not discharged until the new financial
year. Average prices by speciality and by point of delivery were then applied to these spells with
adjustments made to ensure that income due was appropriately distributed between the
2009/10 and 2010/11 financial years, based on the distribution of length of stay.

1.3

Expenditure on goods and services
Expenditure on goods and services is recognised when, and to the extent that they have been
received, and is measured at the fair value of those goods and services. Expenditure is
recognised in operating expenses except where it results in the creation of a non-current asset
such as property, plant and equipment.

1.4

Property, Plant and Equipment
Recognition
Property, Plant and Equipment is capitalised where:
-

-

it is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to,
the Trust;
it is expected to be used for more than one financial year;
the cost of the item can be measured reliably; and
individually have a cost of at least £5,000; or
collectively have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250,
where the assets are functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase
dates, are anticipated to have simultaneous disposal dates and are under single managerial
control; or
form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit
irrespective of their individual or collective cost.
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Staff costs have also been capitalised within specific projects where amounts are considered
capital in nature.
The finance costs of bringing fixed assets into use are not capitalised.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly
different asset lives e.g. plant and equipment, then these components are treated as separate
assets and depreciated over their own useful economic lives.
Measurement
Valuation
All property, plant and equipment assets are measured initially at cost, representing the costs
directly attributable to acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and
condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
All assets are measured subsequently at fair value.
Land and buildings used for the Trust’s services or for administrative purposes are stated in the
statement of financial position at their revalued amounts, being the fair value at the date of
revaluation less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying amounts are not
materially different from those that would be determined at the end of the reporting period. Fair
values are determined as follows;
- Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use
- Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost
Until 31 March 2008, the depreciated replacement cost of specialised buildings has been
estimated for an exact replacement of the asset in its present location. HM Treasury has
adopted a standard approach to depreciated replacement cost valuations based on modern
equivalent assets and, where it would meet the location requirements of the service being
provided, an alternative sits can be valued. HM Treasury has agreed that NHS foundation
trusts must apply these new valuation requirements by 1 April 2010 at the latest.
All land and buildings are restated to current value using professional valuations in accordance
with IAS16 every five years. A three yearly interim valuation is also carried out. Valuations are
carried out by professionally qualified valuers in accordance with the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Appraisal and Valuation Manual. The last asset valuations were
undertaken in 2010 as at the valuation date of 31 March 2010, and have been valued on a
modern equivalent asset basis.
Properties in the course of construction for services or administration purposes are carried at
cost, less any impairment loss. Costs includes professional fees but not borrowing costs, which
are recognised as expenses immediately, as allowed by IAS 23 for assets held at fair value.
Assets are revalued and depreciation commences when they are brought into use.
Until 31 March 2008, fixtures and equipment were carried at replacement cost, as assessed by
indexation and depreciation of historic cost. From 1 April 2008 indexation has ceased. The
carrying value of existing assets at the date will be written off over their remaining useful lives
and new fixtures and equipment are carried at depreciated historic cost as this is not considered
to be materially different from fair value. For assets over £100,000 or have a life over 15 years,
these will be revalued to fair value if materially different from carrying value.
Subsequent expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the directly
attributable cost is added to the asset’s carrying value. Where a component of an asset is
replaced, the cost of the replacement is capitalised if it meets the criteria for recognition above.
The carrying amount of the part replaced is de-recognised. Where subsequent expenditure is
simply restoring the asset to the specification assumed by its economic useful life then the
expenditure is charged to operating expenses.
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Depreciation
Items of Property, Plant and Equipment are depreciated at rates calculated to write them down
to estimated residual value on a straight-line basis over their estimated economic lives.
Freehold land is considered to have an infinite life and is not depreciated.
Property, Plant and Equipment which has been reclassified as ‘Held for Sale’ ceases to be
depreciated upon the reclassification. Assets in the course of construction are not depreciated
until the asset is brought into use.
Buildings, installations and fittings and depreciated on their current value over the estimated
remaining life of the asset as assessed by the Trust’s professional valuers. Assets held under a
finance lease are depreciated over the primary lease term.
Equipment is depreciated on current cost evenly over the estimated life of the asset using the
following lives:
Medical equipment and engineering plant and equipment
Furniture
Mainframe information technology installations
Soft furnishings
Office and information technology equipment
Set-up costs in new buildings
Vehicles

5 to 15
10
8
7
5
10
7

Information Technology assets also include the Picture Archiving and Communications Systems
(PACS) deployment costs, which is depreciated over a 10 year life.
Revaluation and impairment
Increases in asset values arising from revaluations are recognised in the revaluation reserve,
except where, and to the extent that, they reverse an impairment previously recognised in
operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in operating income.
Decreases in asset values and impairments are charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent
that there is an available balance for the asset concerned, and thereafter are charged to
operating expenses.
Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income as an item of ‘other comprehensive income’.
De-recognition
Assets intended for disposal are reclassified as ‘Held for Sale’ once all of the following criteria
are met;
- the asset is available for immediate sale in its present condition subject only to terms which
are usual and customary for such sales;
- the sale must be highly probable i.e.:
o management are committed to a plan to sell the asset;
o an active programme has begun to find a buyer and complete the sale;
o the asset is being actively marketed at a reasonable price;
o the sale is expected to be completed within 12 months of the date of classification
as ‘Held for Sale’; and
o the actions needed to complete the plan indicate it is unlikely that the plan will be
dropped or significant changes made to it.
Following reclassification, the assets are measured at the lower of their existing carrying
amount and their ‘fair value less costs to sell’. Depreciation ceases to be charged and the
assets are not revalued, except where the ‘fair value less costs to sell’ falls below the carrying
amount. Assets are de-recognised when all material sale contract conditions have been met.
Property, plant and equipment which is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify for
recognition as ‘Held for Sale’ and instead is retained as an operational asset and the asset’s
economic life is adjusted. The asset is de-recognised when scrapping or demolition occurs.
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1.5

Donated Assets
Donated non-current assets are capitalised at their current value on receipt and this value is
credited to the Donated Asset Reserve. They are valued and depreciated as described above
for purchased assets. Gains and losses on revaluations are also taken to the Donated Asset
Reserve and, each year, an amount equal to the depreciation charge on the asset is released
from the Donated Asset Reserve to the Statement of Comprehensive Income. Similarly, any
impairment on donated assets charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income is matched
by a transfer from the Donated Asset Reserve. On sale of donated assets, the net book value
of the donated asset is transferred from the Donated Asset Reserve to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.

1.6

Government Grants
Government grants are grants from Government bodies other than income from primary care
trusts or NHS trusts for the provision of services. Grants from the Department of Health are
accounted for as Government grants as are grants from the Big Lottery Fund. Where the
Government grant is used to fund revenue expenditure it is taken to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income to match that expenditure. Where the grant is used to fund capital
expenditure the grant is held as deferred income and released to operating income over the life
of the asset on a basis consistent with the depreciation charge for that asset.

1.7

Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. This is considered to be a
reasonable approximation to fair value due to the high turnover of stocks. Inventories comprise
goods in intermediate stages of production.

1.8

Provisions
The Trust provides for legal or constructive obligations that are of uncertain timing or amount at
the Statement of Financial Position date on the basis of the best estimate of the expenditure
required to settle the obligation. Where the effect of the time value of money is significant, the
estimated risk-adjusted cash flows are discounted using the Treasury's discount rate of 2.2% in
real terms.
Clinical negligence costs
The NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA) operates a risk pooling scheme under which the Trust pays an
annual contribution to the NHSLA, which, in return, settles all clinical negligence claims. Although the
NHSLA is administratively responsible for all clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with
the foundation trust. The total value of clinical negligence provisions carried by the NHSLA on behalf
of the Trust is disclosed in the notes to the accounts.
Non-clinical risk pooling
The Trust participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme.
Both are risk pooling schemes under which the Trust pays an annual contribution to the NHS Litigation
Authority and, in return, receives assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual membership
contributions, and any 'excesses' payable in respect of particular claims are charged to operating
expenses when the liability arises.

1.9

Expenditure on Employee Benefits
Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments are recognised in the period in which the
service is received from employees. The cost of annual leave entitlement earned but not taken
by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements to the extent
that employees are permitted to carry-forward leave into the following period.
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Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provision of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
Details of the benefits payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions
website at www.pensions.nhsbsa.nhs.uk. The Scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit
scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. It is not possible for the Trust to
identify its share of the underlying scheme liabilities. Therefore, the Scheme is accounted for
as a defined contribution scheme.
Employers pension cost contributions are charged to operating expenses as and when they
become due.
Additional pension liabilities arising from early retirements are not funded by the scheme except
where the retirement is due to ill-health. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is
charged to the operating expenses at the time the Trust commits itself to the retirement,
regardless of the method of payment.
1.10 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on
notice of not more than 24 hours. Interest earned on bank accounts and interest charged on
overdrafts are recorded as, respectively, ‘Interest receivable’ and ‘Interest Payable’ in the
periods to which they relate. Bank charges are recorded as operating expenses in the periods
to which they relate.
Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition
and that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in
value. Deposits held in seven day notice accounts are treated as cash equivalents. The Trust
does not hold any investments with maturity dates exceeding one year from the date of
purchase.
1.11 Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of the Trust are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does
not apply and input tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the
relevant expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets.
Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are stated net of VAT.
1.12 Financial instruments and financial liabilities
Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities which arise from contracts for the purchase or sale of
non-financial items (such as goods or services), which are entered into in accordance with the
Trust's normal purchases, sale or usage requirements, are recognised when, and to the extent
which, performance occurs i.e. when receipt or delivery of the goods or services is made.
Financial assets or financial liabilities in respect of assets acquired or disposed of through
finance leases are recognised and measured in accordance with the accounting policy for
leases described below.
De-recognition
All financial assets are de-recognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the assets
have expired or the Trust has transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of
ownership.
Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the obligation is discharged, cancelled or expires.
Classification and Measurement
Financial assets are categorised as 'Fair Value through Income and Expenditure' or ‘Loans
and receivables’. The Trust currently has not classified any financial assets as ‘Fair Value
through Income and Expenditure’.
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Financial liabilities are classified as ‘Fair Value through Income and Expenditure’ or ‘Other
Financial liabilities’. The Trust currently has not classified any financial liabilities as ‘Fair Value
through Income and Expenditure’.

Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
which are not quoted in an active market. They are included in current assets.
The Trust's loans and receivables comprise: cash and cash equivalents, NHS receivables,
accrued income and 'other receivables'.
Loans and receivables are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs, and are
measured subsequently at amortised cost, using the effective interest method. The effective
interest rate is the rate that discounts exactly estimated future cash receipts through the
expected life of the financial asset or, when appropriate, a shorter period, to the net carrying
amount of the financial asset.
Interest on loans and receivables is calculated using the effective interest method and credited
to the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Other Financial liabilities
All financial liabilities are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred, and
measured subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The effective
interest rate is the rate that discounts exactly estimated future cash payments through the
expected life of the financial liability or, when appropriate, a shorter period, to the net carrying
amount of the financial liability.
They are included in current liabilities except for amounts payable more than 12 months after
the Statement of Financial Position date, which are classified as non-current liabilities.
The Trust’s financial liabilities comprise: NHS and non-NHS payables, other payables,
accrued expenditure, and borrowings and finance lease obligations.
Interest on financial liabilities carried at amortised cost is calculated using the effective interest
method and charged to Finance Costs. Interest on financial liabilities taken out to finance
property, plant and equipment is not capitalised as part of the cost of those assets.
Impairment of financial assets
At the Statement of Financial Position date, the Trust assesses whether any loans and
receivables, are impaired. Financial assets are impaired and impairment losses are
recognised if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more
events which occurred after the initial recognition of the asset and which has an impact on the
estimated future cash flows of the asset.
For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss is measured
as the difference between the asset's carrying amount and the present value of the revised
future cash flows discounted at the asset's original effective interest rate. The loss is
recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income and the carrying amount of the asset
is reduced through the use of an allowance account/bad debt provision.
1.13 Foreign Exchange
The functional and presentational currencies of the Trust are sterling, transactions that are
denominated in a foreign currency are translated into sterling at the exchange rate ruling on the
dates of the transactions. Resulting exchange gains and losses are taken to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
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1.14 Third Party Assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not recognised
in the accounts since the Trust has no beneficial interest in them. However, they are disclosed
in a separate note to the accounts in accordance with the requirements of the HM Treasury
Financial Reporting Manual.
1.15 Leases
Finance leases
Where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of a leased asset are borne by the Trust,
the asset is recorded as Property, Plant and Equipment and a corresponding liability is
recorded. The value at which both are recognised is the lower of the fair value of the asset or
the present value of the minimum lease payments, discounted using the interest rate implicit in
the lease. The implicit interest rate is that which produces a constant period rate of interest of
the outstanding liability.
The asset and liability are recognised at the inception of the lease, and are de-recognised when
the liability is discharged, cancelled or expires. The annual rental is split between the
repayment of the liability and a finance cost. The annual finance cost is calculated by applying
the implicit interest rate to the outstanding liability and is charged to Finance Costs in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Operating leases
Other leases are regarded as operating leases and the rentals are charged to operating
expenses on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Operating lease incentives
received are added to the lease rentals and charged to operating expenses over the life of the
lease.
Leases of land and buildings
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land component is separated from the building
component and the classification for each is assessed separately. Leased land is treated as an
operating lease.
1.16 Public Dividend Capital (PDC) and PDC Dividend
Public dividend capital is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess of assets
over liabilities at the time of establishment of the predecessor NHS trust. HM Treasury has
determined that PDC is not a financial instrument within the meaning of IAS 32.
A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the Trust, is paid over as public dividend
capital dividend. The charge is calculated at the rate set by HM Treasury (currently 3.5%) on
the average relevant net assets of the Trust during the financial year. Relevant net assets are
calculated as the value of all assets less the value of all liabilities, except for donated assets
cash held with the Office of the Paymaster General, and any PDC dividend balance receivable
or payable.
1.17 Losses and Special Payments
Losses and Special Payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it
agreed funds for the health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that
ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to special control procedures compared
with the generality of payments. They are divided into different categories, which govern the
way each individual case is handled.
Losses and Special Payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income on an accruals basis, including losses which would have
been made good through insurance cover had trusts not been bearing their own risks (with
insurance premiums then being included as normal revenue expenditure).
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1.18 EU Emissions Trading Scheme
EU Emission Trading Scheme allowances are accounted for as government granted other
current assets, valued at fair value. As the Trust makes emissions a provision is recognised,
with an offsetting transfer from the government grant reserve. The provision is settled on
surrender of the allowances. The other financial asset, provision and government grant reserve
are valued at fair value at the Statement of Financial Position date.

1.19 Charitable Funds
The Trust is the corporate trustee of Medway NHS Foundation Trust Charitable Fund –
Registered Charity number 1051748. Under the control criteria in IAS 27 this could require
consolidation. However, Monitor has obtained a dispensation from HM Treasury to the
application of IAS 27 by NHS foundation trusts in relation to NHS charitable funds for period
ending 31 March 2010.
1.20 Accounting standards that have been issued but have not yet been adopted
The following standards and interpretations have been adopted by the European Union but are
not required to be followed until 2010/11. None of them are expected to impact upon the
Trust’s financial statements.
IAS 27 (Revised) Consolidated and separate financial statements
Amendment to IAS 32 Financial instruments: Presentation on classification or rights issues
Amendment to IAS 39 Eligible hedged items
IFRS 3 (Revised) Business combinations
IFRIC 17 Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners
IFRIC 18 Transfer of assets from customers
1.21 Accounting standards issued that have been adopted early
The amendment to IFRS 8 Operating segments that was included in the April 2009
Improvement to IFRS has been adopted early. As a result, total assets are not reported by
operating segments.
2

Operating segments
The Trust reports to the Board on a monthly basis their performance on a directorate level. In
considering segments with a total income of 10% or more the Trust has identified three
reportable segments. The main source of income for the Trust is from commissioners in
respect of healthcare services from PCT’s who are under common control and classified as a
single customer. The Trust will therefore aggregate the three directorates and report under
Healthcare / Non Healthcare. Net assets are not reported to the Board so therefore have been
excluded for the purposes of this note.
The level of income received from Primary Care Trusts shown above amounted to
£184,932,000. The Trust report to the Board by directorate down to an Operating Contribution.
All further costs and income are shown on a corporate level so have been excluded in the
above analysis.
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Operating segments 2009/10

Income
Contribution

A&E and Adult
Medicine
2009/10
£000
63,696

Children and
Women's
Services
2009/10
£000
42,648

Surgery and
Anaesthetics
2009/10
£000
62,616

Central
2009/10
£000
23,768

Total
2009/10
£000
192,728

10,610

5,388

63

8,930

24,991

Reconciliation to accounts

Income
Contribution

Directorates
192,728
24,991

Under 10%
18,149
(11,911)

Total
210,877
13,080
Depreciation
Finance expenses
Finance income
PDC dividend

(8,640)
(79)
60
(5,334)

Operating deficit

(913)

Operating segments 2008/09

Income
Contribution

A&E and Adult
Medicine
2008/09
£000
55,817

Children and
Women's
Services
2008/09
£000
38,670

Surgery and
Anaesthetics
2008/09
£000
57,434

Central
2008/09
£000
20,776

Total
2008/09
£000
172,697

9,432

5,650

2,163

7,187

24,432

Reconciliation to accounts

Income
Contribution

Directorates
172,697
24,432

Under 10%
20,161
(7,988)

Total
192,858
16,444
Depreciation
Finance expenses
Finance income
PDC dividend

(8,568)
(68)
381
(6,468)

Operating surplus

1,721
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3

Income from Activities

Primary Care Trusts
Department of Health
Non NHS:
- Private patients
- Overseas patients (non-reciprocal)
- Injury cost recovery (including Road Traffic Act Income)

2009/10
£000
184,932
50

2008/09
£000
152,554
14,701

121
93
887
186,083

120
33
1,012
168,420

Injury Cost Recovery income is subject to a provision for doubtful debts of 7.8% (7.8% 2008/09)
to reflect expected rates of collection.
Private patient income
The Trust’s private patient activity is restricted by the private patient cap, as set out in the
Trust’s terms of authorisation as a foundation trust, and for the trust is 0.2% of total patient
income. Income from private patient activity for 2009/10 totalled £214k (£153k 2008/09), which
equates to 0.12% of total patient related income, which is within the cap. Included in this figure
are overseas patients where there is no reciprocal agreement.

Private Patient Income
Total patient related income
Proportion (as a percentage)

4

2009/10

2008/09

£000
214
186,083
0.1%

£000
153
168,420
0.1%

2002/03
Base year
£000
187
103,467
0.2%

Other Operating Income

Research and development
Education and training
Charitable and other contributions to expenditure
Transfers from the donated asset reserve
Non-patient care services to other bodies
Other income

2009/10
£000
396
6,210
190
688
8,488
8,822
24,794

2008/09
£000
74
5,782
152
114
11,280
7,036
24,438

2009/10
£000
1,252
236
366
623
2,477

2008/09
£000
1,170
385
374
642
2,571

Other Income includes

Car parking
Staff accommodation
Creche
Catering

Revenue is almost totally from the supply of services. Revenue from the sale of goods is
immaterial.
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5

Operating Expenses
Operating expenses comprise
NOTE

Services from other NHS Trusts
Services from PCTs
Services from non NHS bodies
Services from Foundation Trusts
Directors' costs
Staff costs
Supplies and services - clinical
Supplies and services - general
Consultancy services
Establishment
Transport
Premises
Increase in bad debt provision
Depreciation
Fixed asset impairments and reversals
Statutory audit fee
Clinical negligence
Other

14.5

2009/10

2008/09

£000
3,446
1,240
1,287
588
895
141,002
28,649
2,642
409
2,327
338
6,907
15
8,640
7,584
59
4,657
3,336
214,021

£000
2,978
2,151
736
717
844
126,014
24,922
2,547
367
2,849
319
7,442
44
8,568
195
61
2,458
1,770
184,982

The impairment loss of £7,584,557 has been shown as an exceptional item in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income as this is outside the normal course of business.
6

Operating Leases
As lessee
Payments recognised as an expense

Minimum lease payments

2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

316
316

293
293

Total future minimum lease payments
31 March 2010 31 March 2009
£000
£000
Payable:
Not later than one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Total

323
806
0
1,129

In general, operating leases are for various pieces of equipment and are for a five year period.
Generally all equipment leases are taken out under the ‘NHS Conditions of Contract for the
Lease of Goods.’ None of these equipment leases are deemed to be significant or described as
specialised in nature, with the largest being £53,492 in annual payments. The Trust has also
entered into an operating lease for the use of a building which is for a fifteen year period, but
with a break clause at years five and ten, provided that six months’ prior written notice has been
given.
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248
663
0
911

7

The late payment of commercial debts (interest) Act 1998

Amounts included within other interest payable arising from claims
made under this legislation
Compensation paid to cover debt recovery costs under this
legislation

8

2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

1

0

1

0

Employee expenses and numbers

8.1 Employee expenses

Salaries and wages
Social Security Costs
Employer contributions to NHS Pension
Scheme

200/09 restated
Permanently
Employed
£000
£000

£000

2009/10
Permanently
Employed
£000

120,231
9,230

106,845
8,773

13,386
457

107,141
8,356

97,698
7,994

9,443
362

12,307

11,935

372

11,243

10,913

330

141,768

127,553

14,215

126,740

116,605

10,135

Total

Other
£000

Total

Other
£000

Bank staff previously recognised in permanently employed is now disclosed in other which has
been re-stated for 2008/09.
8.2 Average number of persons employed
Total

2008/09
Permanently
Employed

Other

Number

Number

Number

Number

400
1,092
469
997
25
271

26
77
0
224
38
28

396
1,064
436
1,141
33
281

380
1,011
401
953
33
259

16
53
35
188
0
22

3,254

393

3,351

3,037

314

Total

2009/10
Permanently
Employed

Other

Number

Number

Medical and dental
Administration and estates
Healthcare assistants and other support staff
Nursing, midwifery and health visiting staff
Nursing, midwifery and health visiting learners
Scientific, therapeutic and technical staff

426
1,169
469
1,221
63
299

Total

3,647

9

Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
Details of the benefits payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions
website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions
The scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, General
Practices and other bodies, allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England
and Wales. The scheme is not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to
identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the scheme is
accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS Body of
participating in the scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for the
accounting period.
The scheme is subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years (until 2004, every five years)
and an accounting valuation every year. An outline of these follows:
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a) Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due
under the scheme (taking into account its recent demographic experience), and to recommend
the contribution rates to be paid by employers and scheme members. The last such valuation,
which determined current contribution rates was undertaken as at 31 March 2004 and covered
the period from 1 April 1999 to that date. The conclusion from the 2004 valuation was that the
scheme had accumulated a notional deficit of £3.3 billion against the notional assets as at 31
March 2004.
In order to defray the costs of benefits, employers pay contributions at 14% of pensionable pay
and most employees had up to April 2008 paid 6%, with manual staff paying 5%.
Following the full actuarial review by the Government Actuary undertaken as at 31 March 2004,
and after consideration of changes to the NHS Pension Scheme taking effect from 1 April 2008,
his Valuation report recommended that employer contributions could continue at the existing
rate of 14% of pensionable pay, from 1 April 2008, following the introduction of employee
contributions on a tiered scale from 5% up to 8.5% of their pensionable pay depending on total
earnings. On advice from the scheme actuary, scheme contributions may be varied from time
to time to reflect changes in the scheme’s liabilities.
b) Accounting valuation
A valuation of the scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary as at the end of
the reporting period by updating the results of the full actuarial valuation.
Between the full actuarial valuations at a two-year midpoint, a full and detailed member data-set
is provided to the scheme actuary. At this point the assumptions regarding the composition of
the scheme membership are updated to allow the scheme liability to be valued.
The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2010, is based on detailed membership
data as at 31 March 2008 (the latest midpoint) updated to 31 March 2010 with summary global
member and accounting data.
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the scheme actuary report,
which forms part of the annual NHS Pension Scheme (England and Wales) Resource Account,
published annually. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website. Copies can
also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
c) Scheme provisions
In 2009/10 the NHS Pension Scheme provided defined benefits, which are summarised below.
This list is an illustrative guide only, and is not intended to detail all the benefits provided by the
Scheme or the specific conditions that must be met before these benefits can be obtained:
Annual Pensions
The Scheme is a “final salary” scheme. Annual pensions are normally based on 1/80th for the
1995 section and of the best of the last three years pensionable pay for each year of service,
and 1/60th for the 2008 section of reckonable pay per year of membership. Members who are
practitioners as defined by the Scheme Regulations have their annual pensions based upon
total pensionable earnings over the relevant pensionable service.
With effect from 1 April 2008 members can choose to give up some of their annual pension for
an additional tax free lump sum, up to a maximum amount permitted under HMRC rules. This
new provision is known as “pension commutation”.
Pensions Indexation
Annual increases are applied to pension payments at rates defined by the Pensions (Increase)
Act 1971, and are based on changes in retail prices in the twelve months ending 30 September
in the previous calendar year.
Lump Sum Allowance
A lump sum is payable on retirement which is normally three times the annual pension
payment.
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Ill-Health Retirement
Early payment of a pension, with enhancement in certain circumstances, is available to
members of the Scheme who are permanently incapable of fulfilling their duties or regular
employment effectively through illness or infirmity.
Death Benefits
A death gratuity of twice their final year’s pensionable pay for death in service, and five times
their annual pension for death after retirement is payable.
Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs)
Members can purchase additional service in the NHS Scheme and contribute to money
purchase AVC’s run by the Scheme’s approved providers or by other Free Standing Additional
Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) providers.
Transfer between Funds
Scheme members have the option to transfer their pension between the NHS Pension Scheme
and another scheme when they move into or out of NHS employment.
Preserved Benefits
Where a scheme member ceases NHS employment with more than two years service they can
preserve their accrued NHS pension for payment when they reach retirement age.
Compensation for Early Retirement
Where a member of the Scheme is made redundant they may be entitled to early receipt of their
pension plus enhancement, at the employer’s cost.
10

Retirements due to ill-health
During 2009/10 there were 4 (2008/09, 2) early retirements from the Trust on the grounds of illhealth. The estimated additional pension liabilities of these ill-health retirements will be
£306,886 (2008/09, £825). The cost of these ill-health retirements will be borne by the NHS
Business Services Authority -Pensions Division.
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Salary and pension entitlements of senior managers
a) Remuneration
Salary

(bands of
£5000)

2009/10
Other
Benefits in
Salary
Rem unera
kind
tion
(bands of Rounded (bands of
to the
£5000)
£5000)
nearest
£000
£000
£100

2008/09
Other
Benefits in
Rem unera
kind
tion
(bands of Rounded
to the
£5000)
nearest
£000
£100

Nam e and title

£000

Mr Vernon Hull, Chairman

40-45

-

-

40-45

-

-

Mr G Clayden, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mrs A Penman, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr A Horw ood, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr C Wilby, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

Mr C Ofili, Non-executive Director

10-15

-

-

10-15

-

-

5-10

-

-

-

-

-

120-125

95-100

-

155-160

-

-

70-75

-

-

-

-

-

110-115

-

-

110-115

-

-

10-15

85-90

-

25-30

185-190

-

Mr J Sands, Non-executive Director
Mr A Horne, Chief Executive
Mr P Coles, Interim Chief Executive
Mr J Moon, Director of Finance
Mr G Mufti, Medical Director
Dr G Smith-Laing, Interim Medical Director

10-15

65-70

-

-

-

-

100-105

-

-

100-105

-

-

Miss C Lee, Director of Human Resources

90-95

-

-

85-90

-

-

Mrs J Sutherland, Interim Director of Operations

90-95

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

95-100

-

-

Ms J McKenna, Director of Nursing & strategic planning

Mrs E Ryabov, Director of Operations

Notes
Mr A Horne left on 9 November 2009
Mr P Coles commenced on 9 November 2009
Mr G Mufti stepped down on 30 September 2009
Dr G Smith-Laing commenced 12 October 2009
Mr J Sands commenced on 7 July 2009
b) Pension benefits

Nam e and title

Cash
Total
Cash
Real
Real
Equivalent Equivalent Increase
accrued
increase
Transfer
Transfer
in Cash
in pension pension
and
and
Value at 31 Value at 31 Equivalent
related
Transfer
related
March
March
lum p sum lum p sum
2010
2009
at age 60
at age 60
at 31
March
2010
(bands of (bands of
£2500)
£2500)
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000

Mr A Horne, Chief Executive

(0)-(2.5)

272.5-275

1422

1338

15

Mr P Coles, Interim Chief Executive

(2.5)-(5)

247.5-250

1273

-

(14)

Mr J Moon, Director of Finance

0-2.5

100-102.5

525

468

34

Miss C Lee, Director of Human Resources

5-7.5

27.5-30

77

58

17

Ms J McKenna, Director of Nursing & strategic planning

0-2.5

110-112.5

492

440

30

(2.5)-(5)

225-227.5

Note a

Note a

Note a

Dr G Smith-Laing, Interim Medical Director

7.5-10

270-272.5

Note a

Note a

Note a

Mrs J Sutherland, Interim Director of Operations

7.5-10

115-117.5

584

-

75

-

-

-

232

-

Mr G Mufti, Medical Director

Mrs E Ryabov, Director of Operations

c) Mr G Mufti and Dr S Smith-Laing have reached the age of 60 and hence a CETV figure is
not provided by the Pensions Agency.
d) The information in the above table has been provided by the NHS Pensions Agency.
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12

Finance income

Interest on loans and receivables

13

2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

60
60

381
381

2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

64
64

52
52

Finance costs – interest expense

Finance leases
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14.1 Property, plant and equipment 2009/10
Land

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2009
Additions - purchased
Additions - donated
Impairments
Reclassifications
Revaluation
Disposals

Cost or Valuation at 31 March 2010
Depreciation at 1 April 2009
Provided during the year
Impairments
Revaluation
Disposals

Depreciation at 31 March 2010

Buildings
excluding
dw ellings

Dw ellings

£000

£000

£000

Assets
under
construction
and POA
£000

Plant and
m achinery

Transport
equipm ent

Inform ation
technology

Furniture &
fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

21,485
0
0
(1,040)
0
(10)
0
20,435

120,441
9
0
(23,175)
11,797
(9,321)
(11)
99,740

6,259
56
0
(170)
220
(260)
0
6,105

6,056
11,493
121
0
(13,120)
0
0
4,550

34,637
401
512
0
341
0
(303)
35,588

475
0
0
0
0
0
0
475

7,918
69
1
0
355
0
(13)
8,330

9,566
101
0
0
407
0
0
10,074

206,837
12,129
634
(24,385)
0
(9,591)
(327)
185,297

0
0
10
(10)
0
0

4,023
4,391
7,574
(15,924)
(11)
53

213
225
0
(427)
0
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

24,213
2,696
0
0
(287)
26,622

462
7
0
0
0
469

3,610
952
0
0
(11)
4,551

8,186
369
0
0
0
8,555

40,707
8,640
7,584
(16,361)
(309)
40,261

21,485
0
0
21,485

115,925
0
493
116,418

6,046
0
0
6,046

5,112
0
944
6,056

8,512
1,520
392
10,424

13
0
0
13

4,278
0
30
4,308

1,336
0
44
1,380

162,707
1,520
1,903
166,130

20,435
0
0
20,435

98,563
0
1,124
99,687

6,094
0
0
6,094

4,550
0
0
4,550

7,016
1,166
784
8,966

6
0
0
6

3,763
0
16
3,779

1,486
0
33
1,519

141,913
1,166
1,957
145,036

0
6,094
6,094

0
4,550
4,550

0
8,966
8,966

0
6
6

0
3,779
3,779

0
1,519
1,519

119,647
25,389
145,036

Net book value

-

Owned at 1 April 2009
Finance lease at 1 April 2009
Donated at 1 April 2009
Total at 1 April 2009

- Owned at 31 March 2010
- Finance lease at 31 March 2010
- Donated at 31 March 2010
- Total at 31 March 2010

14.2 Analysis of property, plant and equipment 31 March 2010
Net book value
Protected assets at 31 March 2010
Unprotected assets at 31 March 2010

20,160
275
20,435

99,487
200
99,687
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14.3 Property, plant and equipment 2008/09
Land

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2008
Additions - purchased
Additions - donated
Impairments
Reclassifications
Revaluation
Disposals

Cost or Valuation at 31 March 2009
Depreciation at 1 April 2008
Provided during the year
Impairments
Revaluation
Disposals

Depreciation at 31 March 2009

Buildings
excluding
dw ellings

Dw ellings

Assets
under
construction
and POA

Plant and
m achinery

Transport
equipm ent

Inform ation
technology

Furniture &
fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

26,460
0
0
(5,925)
0
950
0
21,485

129,141
166
13
(11,667)
7,245
(4,377)
(80)
120,441

6,365
0
0
(312)
17
189
0
6,259

3,373
11,458
944
(54)
(9,665)
0
0
6,056

31,132
2,158
176
(15)
1,053
733
(600)
34,637

463
0
0
0
0
12
0
475

6,530
244
1
0
1,143
0
0
7,918

9,117
4
0
0
207
238
0
9,566

212,581
14,030
1,134
(17,973)
0
(2,255)
(680)
206,837

0
0
25
(25)
0
0

5,163
4,023
94
(5,257)
0
4,023

262
213
0
(262)
0
213

0
0
0
0
0
0

21,522
2,634
76
488
(507)
24,213

441
9
0
12
0
462

2,769
841
0
0
0
3,610

7,151
848
0
187
0
8,186

37,308
8,568
195
(4,857)
(507)
40,707

Net book value

-

Owned at 1 April 2008
Finance lease at 1 April 2008
Donated at 1 April 2008
Total at 1 April 2009

26,460
0
0
26,460

123,353
0
625
123,978

6,103
0
0
6,103

3,373
0
0
3,373

9,079
259
272
9,610

22
0
0
22

3,715
0
46
3,761

1,907
0
59
1,966

174,012
259
1,002
175,273

-

Owned at 31 March 2009
Finance lease at 31 March 2009
Donated at 31 March 2009
Total at 31 March 2009

21,485
0
0
21,485

115,925
0
493
116,418

6,046
0
0
6,046

5,112
0
944
6,056

8,512
1,520
392
10,424

13
0
0
13

4,278
0
30
4,308

1,336
0
44
1,380

162,707
1,520
1,903
166,130

0
6,046
6,046

0
6,056
6,056

0
10,424
10,424

0
13
13

0
4,308
4,308

0
1,380
1,380

137,334
28,796
166,130

14.4 Analysis of property, plant and equipment 31 March 2009
Net book value
Protected assets at 31 March 2009
Unprotected assets at 31 March 2009

21,200
285
21,485

116,134
284
116,418
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14.5 Property, plant and equipment (contd)
Of the totals at 31 March 2010, none related to land valued at open market value and none
related to buildings valued at open market value and none related to dwellings valued at open
market value.
During the year assets have been donated by the following organisations;
Macmillan Cancer Support
£49k
Medway NHS Foundation Trust Charitable Fund
£193k
Medway League of Friends
£368k
The impairment of £7,584,557k relates to the devaluation of the land, buildings and dwellings by
the District Valuer in accordance with the requirements of International Financial Reporting
Standards over and above that held in the cumulative revaluation reserve.
An additional impairment of £24,384,379 has been taken to the Revaluation Reserve to offset
previously upward revaluations.
14.6 The net book value of land, buildings and dwellings comprises:
31 March 2010
£000
126,216

31 March 2009
£000
143,949

1 April 2008
£000
156,541

126,216

143,949

156,541

31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

Materials

5,046

4,218

3,913

TOTAL

5,046

4,218

3,913

Freehold
TOTAL

15.1

15.2

Inventories

Inventories recognised in expenses

Inventories recognised as an expense in the period
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2009/10
£000

2008/09
£000

26,865

23,767

26,865

23,767

16

Trade receivables and other receivables
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

NHS receivables
Provision for impaired receivables
Prepayments, accrued income and deferred expenditure
PDC dividend receivable
Other receivables

10,970
(207)
1,605
447
3,601

8,927
(194)
333
0
3,674

7,781
(150)
464
0
2,501

TOTAL

16,416

12,740

10,596

Current:

The majority of trade is with Primary Care Trusts, as commissioners for NHS patient care
services. As Primary Care Trusts are funded by Government to buy NHS patient care services,
no credit scoring of them is considered necessary.
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Provision for impairment of receivables
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

194
15
(2)
207

150
44
0
194

Balance at 1 April
Increase in provision
Amount utilised
Balance at 31 March

This principally relates to a provision for doubtful debts of 7.8% for Road Traffic Act income.
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Analysis of receivables past due impaired and non-impaired
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

0
0
207
207

0
0
194
194

0
0
150
150

3,981
709
1,064
5,754

620
363
629
1,612

439
308
227
974

Ageing of past due impaired receivables
Up to three months
In three to six months
Over six months

Ageing of past due non-impaired receivables
Up to three months
In three to six months
Over six months
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Other Current Assets

19.1 Other Current Assets
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

EU Emissions Trading Scheme

57

55

100

TOTAL

57

55

100
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Trade and other payables

Current
NHS payables
Non - NHS trade payables - revenue
Non - NHS trade payables - capital
Social security costs
Other payables
Accruals
TOTAL

31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

8,023
6,469
2,576
1,349
1,930
4,590

5,847
981
2,244
1,213
1,746
4,193

3,905
620
2,715
403
319
3,286

24,937

16,224

11,248

NHS payables include;
- £1,570,634 outstanding pensions contributions at 31 March 2010 (31 March 2009
£1,465,202).
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Other liabilities
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

Current
Deferred Income

198

197

68

TOTAL

198

197

68

Non Current
Deferred Income

102

253

0

TOTAL

102

253

0
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Borrowings
31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

1 April 2008
£000

3
403
406

0
398
398

0
128
128

18
787
805

0
1,150
1,150

0
142
142

Current
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
Non Current
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
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Prudential Borrowing Limit (PBL)
The Trust is required to comply and remain within a prudential borrowing limit ("PBL") made up of
two elements:
- the maximum cumulative amount of long term borrowing. This is set by reference to the four ratios
set out in Monitor's Prudential Borrowing Code. The financial risk rating set under Monitor's
Compliance Framework determines one of the ratios and therefore can impact on the long term
borrowing limit.
- the amount of any working capital facility approved by Monitor.
Further information on the Trust’s Prudential Borrowing Code & Compliance Framework can be
found on the website of Monitor, the Independent Regulator of Foundation Trusts.
The Trust had a prudential borrowing limit of £42.3 million in March 2010. The Trust has actually
borrowed £1,211,521 (£1,547,808 2008/09). This borrowing relates primarily to finance leases and
a £20,915 non interest bearing loan.
The Trust has a £13 million approved working capital facility. This is in place but has not been used
during the year.
The financial ratios for the period are shown below with the actual level of achievement for the
period.

Financial Ratio

Actual Ratio Approved PBL Ratio
March 2010
March 2010
Minimum Dividend Cover
2.4x
>1x
Minimum Interest Cover
204x
>3x
Minimum Debt Service Cover
32x
>2x
<1%
<2.5%
Maximum Debt Service to Revenue
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Actual Ratio Approved PBL Ratio
March 2009
March 2009
2.6x
>1x
332x
>3x
43x
>2x
<1%
<3%
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Finance lease obligations

Amounts payable under finance leases

Minimum Lease Payments

Present value of minimum
lease payments
31 March 2009
31 March 2010
£000
£000

31 March 2010
£000

31 March 2009
£000

403
897
0
(110)

398
1,303
0
(153)

403
787
0
0

398
1,150
0
0

1,190

1,548

1,190

1,548

403
787
1,190

398
1,150
1,548

Within one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Less future finance charges
Present value of minimum
lease payments
Included in:
Current borrowings
Non-current borrowings
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Provisions for liabilities and charges

Pensions relating to staff
Legal claims
EU Emissions Trading Scheme
Dilapidation

Current
31 March 2010 31 March 2009
£000
£000
24
29
103
116
14
15
0
0

TOTAL

At 1 April 2009
Arising during the year
Utilised during the year
Reversed unused
Unwinding of discount
Expected timing of cashflows:
Within one year
Between one and five years
After five years

Non-Current
1 April 2008 31 March 2010 31 March 2009
£000
£000
£000
19
671
770
79
0
0
32
0
0
0
114

160
Pensions
relating to
staff

141
Legal claims

130

£000

£000

European
Union
Emissions
Trading
Scheme
£000

695
154
(65)
0
15
799

103
93
(54)
(26)
0
116

29
134
636
799

116
0
0
116

884

671
Dilapidation
provision

1 April 2008
£000
701
0
0
0
701
Total

£000

£000

14
68
(67)
0
0
15

0
114
0
0
0
114

812
429
(186)
(26)
15
1,044

15
0
0
15

0
0
114
114

160
134
750
1,044

The provision relating to pensions relating to other staff reflects the liabilities due early retirements
prior to 6 March 1995. The legal claims provision reflects liabilities arising from Public and Employee
Liability claims.
The provision relating to the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme reflects the liability to
surrender part of the 2010 calendar year allowance arising from emissions since 1st January 2010.
The dilapidation provision relates to the cost to bring the leased property at Stirling Park back to its
original condition.
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£15,276,848 is included in the provisions of the NHS Litigation Authority at 31 March 2010 in respect
of clinical negligence liabilities of the Trust (31 March 2009 £19,338,827).
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Cash and cash equivalents
At 1 April
2008

At 1 April
2009

£000

Cash
changes
2008/09
£000

OPG cash at bank
Commercial cash at bank and in hand

3,245
0

Cash and cash equivalents as in Statement of Financial
Postion and Statement of Cash Flows

3,245
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£000

Cash
changes
2009/10
£000

At 31
March
2010
£000

(2,801)
5,297

444
5,297

3,999
(5,118)

4,443
179

2,496

5,741

(1,119)

Capital Commitments
Commitments under capital expenditure contracts at 31 March 2010 were £2,871,792 (31
March 2009 £2,812,973), this relates to the work in relation to Generators and Combined Heat
and Power Plant projects.
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Contingencies
The contingent liabilities relating to the Trust as at 31 March 2010 were £64,733 (£48,060 as
at 31 March 2009) relating to NHS Litigation Authority Legal Claims.
The Trust has continued to purse, through mediation, the performance and resolution of
defects/snags arising from a previous contract for the redevelopment of Medway Hospital.
During 2009/10 resolution was received for part of the claim.
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Related Party Transactions
The Medway NHS Foundation Trust is a corporate body established by order of the Secretary
of State for Health.
During the year none of the Board Members or members of the key management staff or
parties related to them has undertaken any material transactions with the Trust.
The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the Trust has
had a significant number of material transactions with the Department, and with other
entities for which the Department is regarded as the parent Department. These entities
are listed below:
Strategic Health Authorities
Primary Care Trusts
NHS Trusts
NHS Arms Length Bodies
The main entities with which the Trust had material transactions are within the Kent and
Medway Health Economy, or are Arms Length Bodies and are:
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4,622

Strategic Health Authorities
South East Coast Strategic Health Authority
Primary Care Trusts
Eastern and Coastal Kent Primary Care Trust
Medway Primary Care Trust
West Kent Primary Care Trust
NHS trusts
Dartford and Gravesham NHS Trust
Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care NHS
Trust
Maidstone and Tundbridge Wells NHS Trust
South East Coast Ambulance NHS Trust
NHS Foundation trusts
East Kent Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
NHS
NHS
NHS
NHS
NHS

Arms Length Bodies
Business Services Authority
Litigation Authority
Purchasing and Supply Agency
Pensions Agency

Other Government Departments
HM Revenue and Customs

Payments
to Related
Party
£000

Receipts
from
Related
Party
£000

Amounts
owed to
related
Party
£000

Amounts
due from
Related
Party
£000

1

5,960

1

69

1,137
635
61

45,024
128,612
12,827

592
1,847
116

2,890
6,003
475

1,336

243

676

210

407
1,412
444

1,482
1,102
228

25
700
12

118
310
19

215

1,684

58

352

1,219
4,810
4,854
18,459

0
0
0
0

1,032
0
1,243
1,586

0
0
0
0

34,907

0

2,974

426

The Trust has also received income from charitable funds where the Trust is the corporate Trustee
Medway NHS Foundation Trust Charitable Fund
0
190
49
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Financial Instruments

Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments
have had during the period in creating or changing the risks an entity faces in undertaking its
activities. The Trust actively seeks to minimise its financial risks. In line with this policy, the
Trust neither buys nor sells financial instruments. Financial assets and liabilities are generated
by day-to-day operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the Trust in
undertaking its activities.
The Trust invests surplus cash based on forecasted cash flows with Commercial Banks in line
with the Treasury Policy. Institutions are selected based on their Moody’s rating, which
determines the maximum amount to be invested. Moody’s Investors Services Ltd are an
international rating agency who provide a rating system to help investors determine the risk
associated with investing in a specific company, investing instrument of market. The Trust has
continued to implement stricter guidance during the year restricting the amount with any one
institution to 25% of the Trust’s cash holdings.

Interest-Rate Risk
All of the Trust's financial liabilities carry nil or fixed rates of interest. In addition, the only
element of the Trust's assets that are subject to a variable rate are short term cash investments.
The Trust is not, therefore, exposed to significant interest-rate risk.
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7

Foreign Currency Risk
The Trust has negligible foreign currency income or expenditure.
Credit Risk
The Trust operates primarily within the NHS market and receives the majority of its income from
other NHS organisation. There is therefore little risk that one party will fail to discharge its
obligations with the other. Disputes can arise, however, around how the amounts owed are
calculated, particularly due to the complex nature of the Payments by Results regime. For this
reason the Trust makes a provision for irrecoverable amounts based on historic patterns and
the best information available at the time the accounts are prepared. The Trust does not hold
any collateral as security.
Liquidity Risk
The Trust's net operating costs are incurred under three year agency purchase contracts with
local Primary Care Trusts, which are financed from resources voted annually by Parliament.
The Trust received such contract income in accordance with Payments by Results (PBR), which
is intended to match the income received in year to the activity delivered in that year by
reference to the National Tariff procedure cost. The Trust receives cash each month based on
an annually agreed level of contract activity and there are monthly payments made to adjust for
the actual income due under PBR. The Trust has continued to put in place a £13,000,000
working capital facility with its current Bankers, which it has yet to draw on.
The Trust presently finances its capital expenditure from internally generated funds or funds
made available from Government, in the form of additional Public Dividend Capital, under an
agreed limit. In addition, the Trust can borrow from the Department of Health Financial Facility
and commercially to finance capital schemes. Financing is drawn down to match the capital
spend profile of the scheme concerned and the Trust is not, therefore, exposed to significant
liquidity risks in this area.
Financial assets by category
The Trust does not hold any financial assets or liabilities that are held at fair value through
Income and Expenditure. All financial assets are shown within loans and receivables and
financial liabilities are shown as other.
Loans and
receivables
At 31 March 2010
Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

At 31 March 2009
Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Fair Value

14,532
4,622
19,154

14,532
4,622
19,154

14,532
4,622
19,154

12,412
5,741
18,153

12,412
5,741
18,153

12,412
5,741
18,153

Loans and
receivables
At 1 April 2008
Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Book Value

10,132
3,245
13,377
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Book Value

10,132
3,245
13,377

Fair Value

10,132
3,245
13,377

Financial liabilities by category
Other

At 31 March 2010
Payables
Other borrowings
Finance leases

At 31 March 2009
Payables
Finance leases

At 1 April 2008
Payables
Finance leases
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Book Value

Fair Value

21,963
21
1,190
23,174

21,963
21
1,190
23,174

21,963
21
1,190
23,174

13,517
1,548
15,065

13,517
1,548
15,065

13,517
1,548
15,065

10,806
270
11,076

10,806
270
11,076

10,806
270
11,076

Third Party Assets
The Trust held £1,803 cash at bank and in hand at 31 March 2010 (£1,108 - at 31 March 2009)
which relates to monies held on behalf of patients. This has been excluded from cash at bank
and in hand figure reported in the accounts.
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Intra-Government and Other Balances

Balances
Balances
Balances
Balances

with other Central Government Bodies
with NHS Trusts and Foundation Trusts
with Public Corporations and Trading Funds
with bodies external to government

At 31 March 2010
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Debtors:
amounts
falling
due
within
one year

Debtors:
amounts
falling
due after
more
than one
year

Creditors:
amounts
falling due
within one
year

Creditors:
amounts
falling due
after more
than one
year

£000
429
1,265
10,281
4,441

£000
0
0
0
0

£000
2,979
2,132
7,225
12,601

£000
0
0
0
0

16,416

0

24,937

0

Losses and Special Payments
There were 210 cases of losses and special payments (2008/09: 397 cases) totalling £93,893
(2008/09: £130,497) paid during 2009/10.
There were 0 cases where the net payment exceeded £250,000 (2008/09: 0 cases).
Losses and special payments are transactions that Parliament would not have contemplated
when it agreed funds for the health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items
that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to special control procedures compared
with the generality of payments, and special notation in the accounts to draw them to the
attention of Parliament. They are divided into different categories, which govern the way each
individual case is handled.
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Clinical negligence cases are managed by the National Health Service Litigation Authority and
transactions relating to such cases are held in their accounts. The Trust pays a premium for
their services and excesses on some cases. Therefore, these cases have not been accounted
for in the Trust’s accounts.
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Transition to IFRS

Taxpayers’ equity at 31 March 2009 under UK
GAAP:
Adjustments for IFRS changes:
Leases
Taxpayers’ equity at 1 April 2009 under IFRS:
Taxpayers' equity at 1 April 2008 under UK GAAP:
Adjustments for IFRS changes;
Leases
Taxpayers' equity at 1 April 2008 under IFRS

Retained
earnings
£000

Revaluation
reserve
£000

Donated
asset reserve
£000

9,344

49,525

1,903

(26)
9,318

0
49,525

0
1,903

6,144

66,236

1,003

(7)
6,137

0
66,236

0
1,003

£000
Surplus for 2008/09 under UK GAAP
Adjustments for:
Leases
Surplus for 2008/09 under IFRS

1,740
(19)
1,721

The transition to IFRS has meant leases previously recognised as operating leases have been
reclassified as finance leases and brought onto the balance sheet. The impact on the surplus
has been purely a timing difference, and is due to an increase in expenditure during the early
years of the finance leases.
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Contact information
Medway Maritime Hospital
Windmill Road
Gillingham
Kent
ME7 5NY

Telephone: 01634 830000
Website: www.medway.nhs.uk

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)
The PALS office offers support, information and assistance to patients, relatives and visitors. The
PALS team can be contacted between 9am and 5pm Monday to Friday by telephone on 01634
825004 or 01634 830000 extension 5793, by email at pals@medway.nhs.uk, or on level 2 in the
hospital’s purple zone.

Working for the Trust
Details of vacancies can be found on our website at www.medway.nhs.uk

Volunteering
Enquiries relating to volunteering should be made to Antionette Stewart, Voluntary Services Manager
on 01634 830000 extension 5426.
Membership office
For membership related enquiries, please contact the membership team on 01634 825261. You can
also apply to become a member online or print off an application form from our website at
www.medway.nhs.uk
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